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TilE INFORMATION SOCIETY: A POLITICAL CONTEXT FOR MOUn.!, POLICY
Thl.: mobtle and pl.:rsonal communications sector has been brought to the forefront of the debate on
thein/ormation Soeidy. The report on "Europe and the global information society"l identified
mobill.: eommlUlications as a nl.:cessary building block .of the Information Socictyand advised on
the strengthening of its potl.:ntial.
That report has helpl.:d to catch the popular imagination, defining the debate on the changes which
will revolutionise Europes economy, business, industry and the lives of every citizen. This
revoh.tion is not limited to one continent, but is global in scope and presents common challenges
which haw attracted political attention at the highest level throughout the World. Access to
II1formation, markets and customers anywhere in the World as well as the ability to stay in touch
will be central to commercial success and will also offer many benefits to Europe s citizen s in their
every day lives.
The Bangemann Group Report builds on the direction given by the Commission s White Paper on
Growth, Competitiveness and Employment (COM(93) 700 final). The White Paper highlighted
the IInportance.of moving forward towards the Info:mation Society as one the essential elements to
help Europc to enjoy continued growth, whilst remaining competitive on ,global markets and
col1lllluc to cxpand employment.
At the same time, progress in this area cannot be at the expense of the more vulnerable in society.
The emerging policies must strengthen cohesion in the Union and take full account of the impact
on society as a whole and, III particular, the impact on employment, training. education and health
care. They must exploit thc possibilities which mobile technologies now offer to develop universal
and affordable access to new services throughout the Union. 
MOBILE AND PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE INFORMATION SOCIETY
Mobile communications is currently the fastest growing area within the telecommunications sector.
Over the last few years it has experienced unprecedented growth in subscriber numbers, especially
III cellular mobile telephony. Europe has now more than II million cellular mobile telephony
uscrs, 3 million more than at the time of compilation of the Mobile Green Paper. There arc also
more than 8 million users of other mobile communications services, in particular, paging .and so-
called private mobile radio systems. It is forecast that by the year 2000, there could be nearly 40
million users in the European Union, and with the growing expansion into personal
colllmunicatiol1s services (PCS), up to 80 million users by the year 20 I O
The market is being driven by rapid advances in technology, by conmlcrcial opportunities and by
falling prices. Subscriber growth rates during the last few years in Member States with high
growth cellular telephony markets (car telephones and hand-held portables) have varied from 30 to
40'Yo. Recent analysis shows that this trend is withstanding the current economic recession.
1':ur(Jp~ and lh~ global inl(mnalioll society, Rccolilluclidalions lo the European Council, 26 May 1994The mobility otlcred by these new technologies and new services will be central to the development
of Information Society. It will make the benefits of that socicty more easily accessible to every
citizen and every business throughout the Unioll.
The need for communications 'on the move' is bccoming a normal part of business life with users
ranging from the multinational executive to the local plumber or builder. Over the next few years
as prices continue to fall, and as the latest technologies become well established, mobile
communications are expected to make significant inroads into the mass consumer market.
As recognised in the Mobile Green Paper, mobility has a particular significance in the broader
context of Ihe Ellropean Union. On the one hand, mobility is at the very heart of the objective of
Ihe Union for the free movement of goods, pcople, services, and capital. On the other hand, the
prospect of European-wide advanced mobile communications networks and services will help to
turn the Information Society from vision to reality.  In  parallel with the integration of voice, data
and pietures within new multi-media and on-line services, a personal communications environment
is emerging ill which traditional distinctions between fixed and mobile networks and services will
disappear Mobile technologies will help traditional operators to delivcr communications services
more che.lply IIIto every home, whilst today s mobile operators will evolve alongside the traditional
telecoms companies to provide nation-wide and Europe-wide networks and services.
TilE ECONOMIC POTENTtAL OF THE MOBILE AND PERSONAL COMMUNICA nONS SECTOR
The creation now of the right framework for mobile communications will strengthen the
contribution to growth and employment which mobile communications is already making in the
Union. The Bangemann Group cited, for example, the case of Germany where 30 000 new jobs
have been created in the mobile sector, and forecast the creation of 100 000 jobs within the Union
if similar approaches are followed.
The growth of mobile communications will have a significant impact on the whole of the
Idecoll1mul1lcalions II1dustr~ Mobile services themselves will continue to experience rapid
grovvth, both III terms of subscriber numbers and corresponding traffic. This growth will in turn
stimulate traffic over the fixed networks, with mobile networks continuing to deliver much of their
traffic volumes to the fixed network, thereby increasing the overall use of telecommunications.
With the pan-European digital mobile system, GSM, the European Union has established a world-
leading technology in this key area of the future global communications market. The Union must
now build on this success.
Additionally. the market potential for personal communications services is huge. While the
maXl\11UIl1 density tor tixed wlreline telephones IS not expected to exceed substantially an average
penetration of some 50% of the population, (i.e. approximately one connection per household, plus
business use), personal communications penetration has the ultimate potential to reach near 80%
of the population (i.e. up to one connection per adult).
Mobile communications also has an important role to play in stimulating massive private and
public investment into telecommunications networks and services, and in contributing to
maintaining and developing service in the less developed or peripheral regions of the Union.TIII~ GL08AL AIMS OF TilE GI~EI!N PAI)I!H
The global aims the Green Paper were:
-+ to permit the development of a Union-wide market for mobile services, equipment, and
tenninals ;
--, to identify common principles where required, for achieving this objective, in relation to
the provision of mobile infrastructure, the development of mobile networks and services
and the supply and operation of mobile terminals;
-+ to promote the evolution of the mobile communications market into mass personal
communications services, with particular emphasis on pan-European services;
-) to facilitate and promote the emergence of trans-European networks and services in the
sector, and to ensure that the sectors development is achieved in a manner consistent with
the public interest.
The Green Paper represented a major step within the global phased approach to the
telecommunications sector set by the Council Resolution of 22nd July 1993 for the future balanced
relationship of fixed and mobile networks and services in the Union and for the maintenance and
furthering of universal service in the sector for the European citizen,
In relation to universal service, the Green Paper recognised that regulatory and market conditions
currently mean that mobile communications services are today aimed a niche, premium-priced
market and so do not yet playa significant role in the provision of universal service or act as a
substitute for the fixed phone in every home. At the same time, the Green Paper reeognised that
mobile communications also has an important role in stimulating massive private and public
investment into telecommunications networks and services
, .
and in contributing to maintaining and
developing service in less developed or peripheral regions of the Union
THE MAIN ISSUES ADDRESSED IN THE GREEN PAPER
TIle Green Paper raised questions fundamental to the future development of the sector concerning:
How competitive should mobile markets be and how should mobile networks and services be
licensed (award procedures  licence conditions)?
What role will service providers play and what should be the rules for interconnection between
different networks and between networks and service providers?
Should mobile networks be able to build their own or use third party fixed infrastructure
within their networks?, and
What steps are needed help the transition from niche market mobile communications today to
mass market personal communications tomorrow?At the same time, comments were invited in a range of areas linked to on-going policy actions
which arc important to the overalI development of the sector. These included access to third
county markets, data protection and privacy, health and safety issues, the environment,
standardisation, and consumer protection,
THE CONSULTATION ON THE GREEN PAPER AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
The public consultation period was initiated with thc adoption of the Green Paper on 27 April
1994 and continued through to the middle of September. The Commission received more than 7()
written comments from European and national organisations, companies and individuals active in
the communications field, both inside and outside the European Union. In addition a series of
consultation meetings resulted in a substantial contribution being made to the work of the
Commission. This included meetings involving fixed network and mobile operators; the service
provider industry, users, equipment manufacturers, consumer groups and with representatives of
the trade unions in the communications industry. Morc than 250 organisations participated either
orally or in writing.
The results of the consultation arc suml11arised below to show the areas of conscnsus and those
areas where, whilst divergent views were expressed, general trends could be identified.SUMMARY OF THE AREAS OF CONSENSUS
the need for the abolition of exclusive and special rights
the approach to national licensing procedures and licence conditions;
the importance of service providers as a new way of providing telecoms services.
the need for effective procedures to make frequencies and numbers available in time
particularly in relation to new digital services, where lack of agreement could threaten their
development;
the need for Itumber aloocation on fair, transparent and non-discriminatory grounds;
the evolution strategy towards the personal communications environment
SUMMARY OF KEY AREAS WHERE DIVERGENT VlEWS WERE EXPRESSED
The future regulation of service provision.
In particular, (i) should there be an implied obligation on network operators to deal with all
service providers in order to promote the emergence of pan-European services, and (ii) whether
a Code of Conduct for service providers should be voluntary or mandatory?
The views expressed reflected national approaches to regulation and experience of independent
. .
servIce provISIOn.
Infrastructure,
Should mobile network operators have the right to use of own or third party infrastructure
(including using microwave links)? Should they be able to directly connect to other mobile or
fixed networks nationally or in other Member States?
There was broad support for early action on liberalisation and direct interconnection, with the
exception of a majority of existing fixed network operators. The approach should, however
be integrated into the global approach to be set out in Grcen Paper on infrastructure
Iiberalisation
Interconnection.
Different views were expressed about the future role of the Open Network Provision (ONP) as
the basis for the regulatory framework in the .sector, and, in particular, the extent to which
regulatory intervention should take precedence over commercial negotitiations.
..------
In practice, mobile services arc increasingly provided on a competitive busis with, for exwnple, USCrS having a
choice between at lcast two digital mobile telephony systems in almost every Member State, with finD plans
underway for a sccond network in the few Member Slates where this is not yet the casc.
See, Green Paper on the liberalisation of telecommunications infraslructllfe and cable television networks: part I
Principle and Timetable, COM(94) 440, 25. 10.94.Even where there was no consensus, the general trends suggest that positions are possible.
In relation to service provision, the devdopmcnt of that layer of the market should be keptundcr
review, in particular, to see whether legislative measures prove themselves necessary.
As regards infrastructure and direct interconnection, the Commission agrees that the use 
alternative infrastructure by mobile networks must be treated in the context of the Grecn Paper on
Infrastructure (COM(94) 440) and this communication contributes to the general debate on that
issue , without prejudging its outcome.
Finally, in relation to the future pattern for interconnection, dIe issues arc closely linked to the
proposed adaptation of the ONP franIework to a competitive environment. Once again, this
Communication makes a useful contribution to that debate.
Despite the absence of a complete consensus on all issues, the Commission believes its is possible
to put fof\vard a comprehensive set of proposals for the sector. These are summarised below.
ACTION REQUIRED FOR THE FUTURE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
On the basis of the consultation, a comprehensive programme of action can now be proposed.
Some proposals arc specific to the mobile sector. Others such as those for infrastructure
interconacction and the future role of ONP arc integrally linked to on~going work preparing the
tdecol)1s regulatory environment for the fullliberalisation of voice telephony services. All of these
actions must at the same time be viewed in the context of the Infommtion Society and the
Commission s Action Plan on Europes Way to the Information Society.
PRIORITY AREAS FOR SECTOR SPECIFIC ACTION
Introduction of competition.  All remaining special and exclusive rights should be abolished
by  January  1996  and the competition rules should be fully applicable to the sector.
Development of a Code of Conduct for Service Providers.
Ensuring service provider access to the market.
Promoting the availability of frequency needed for new digital services and for operators to
combine different technologies within one network and one service package for users; as well
as targeted programmes to support market entry of emerging mobile technologies.
Allowing after I January 1998, mobile network operators to provide public voice services via
the fixed network and allowing fixed network operators to use radio-based teclmologies.
Establish European level licensing of satellite PCS services.
The Green Paper proposes tilC  immediate removal of restrictions ()n the use ()fawn or third party infrastructure
wllhorised in Member States  .......... to  provide links, ineluding microwave link.~, within the mobile netwQrk for
the prol'is:on of mobile communicatiol/s .~el-vicesPIUORITY ACTION LINKEI) TOGltNRltAL ItlWOltM OJ.' TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN 1998
Removal of restrictions on the use of alternative infrastructure within mobile networks, in line
with policy agreed within the context of the Green Paper on Infrastructure.
Regulation of interconnection through ONPand the Treaty competition rules, within the
context of an Interconnection Directive and the proposals for the future adaptation of ONP 
be tabled by I January 1998.
Establishment/amendment of rules for the mutual recognition of equipment, licenses and data
protection and privacy, within the framework of current proposals.
AI)DITIONAL ACTION REQUIRED IN DEVELOPING THE OVERALL REGULATORY AND
TECIINOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
ESI~lblishing schedules liJ!" standardisation, numbering and li'cqnencies, as well ;IS till1etablcs
lor binding decisions on Implementation by the Member States.
Addressing the international agenda, in partieuhlr, in relation to access to third country
markets and the development of new technologies within the overall context of the global
debate on "infomlation highways
Developing a comprehensive approach towards health and safety; the environmental impact 
mobile communications and towards employment trends and retraining.
Actively supporting through Community research programmes and other actions the
development of advanced mobile communications systems, and in particular, the evolution
towards universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS).
CONCLUSION
The broad consultation on the Green Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications has provided
an opportunity for all interested parties to assist in shaping the emerging regulatory framework.
This Communication' sets out the results of that consultation process in detail and proposes
concrete action to implement the conclusions drawn.
Confusion should be avoided belween UMrS, which is a generic name of an emerging family of technologies
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Mobile conlluunications has developed over recent years into :t key nrea l)f growth in the
Union. Europe has now more than II million cellular mobile telephony users, 3 million more
than at the time of compilation of the Mobile Green Paper. There arc also more than 8
million users of other mobile communications services, in particular paging and private
mobile radio systems. It is forecast that by the year 2000, there could be as many as 40
million users in the European Union, and, with the growing expansion into personal
communications services (PCS), up to 80 million users by the year 20 10.
In the light of the potential mass market for personal communications, a coherent policy
framework for the sector, and for the development oftrans-Europcan networks, must be
promoted in the context of the Union s global strategy on growth, competitiveness and
employment.
It is against this background that the Commission adopted on the 27 April 1994 its Green
Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications , referred to hereinafter as "the Green
Paper
" .
In the meantime, the mobile and personal communications sector has been also brought to the
forefront of the debate on the infoffimtion society. 111e report on "Europe and the global
information society"7 identified mobile communications as a necessary building block of the
information society and advised on thestrengiliening of its potential. Both the Commission
response to the Report, the so-called Action Plan, and the reaction of the European Council
to it, cmphasised the importance of mobile communications in the development of networks
and services and announced that it would present a report on the results of the consultation
phase on the Green Paper by the end of 1994.
This Communication constitutes that report. It should be read against the background of the
Green Paper which sets forth a coherent set of proposed positions and provides substantial
detail on the technical, market and regulatory aspects of the sector8.
A brief outline of the Green Paper is shown in Annex I for ease of reference.
. ,"owards the Personal Communications Environment: Green Paper on a common approach in the field of mobile
and personal communications in the European Union (COM(94)145 final, 27.04. 1994).
Ullope and Ihe gll,hallllt\muatiou socicty, Rccommcndations to thc Europcll1J Council, 26 May 1994
rllC lIreen Paper also includcs a dctailcd Glossary of tenns used in thc sector and referred 10 in this
( '
onlmllluca!lOnTHE CONSULTATION PROCESS
The aim of the consultation was to obtain the views of all interested players on the future
regulatory framework in the area of mobile and personal communications.
The public consultation period was initiated with the adoption of the Green Paper on 27 April
1994 and continued through to the middle ofSeptcmber. The Commission received more
than 70 written comments from European and national organisations, companies and
Individuals active in the conununieations field. These included contributions from many of
the Telecomillunieations Organisations (TOs) and mobile operators in Europe, as well as
from the Europeml Telecommunications Network Operators association; from individuul .
service providers and national representative associations; from large and medium-sized
users ofteleconuTiunications services mIll fmm user ~lssociations; as well.ls frO/H
manufacturing associations and individual equipment supplll.:rs. Written contributions were
also received from the CEPT's European Radiocomnmnications Committee (ERe) and its
European Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs (ECTRA) ; from the trade
unions, and from the European Data Protection Commissioners. In addition comments were
received from the GSM9 and ERMESIO Memoranda of Understanding. Further comments
were received from organisations and companies based in other European countries
including the members of the European Economic Area, and from North America.
Formal opinions on the Green Paper have also been adopted or are in the process of being
adopted by the European Parliament; the Economic and Social Committee and the
Committee of the Regions, as well as by the Joint Committee ofTciecommunieations which
brings together management and unions in the Telecoml1mnications Organisations (TOs)
within the Union.
In addition to these written comments, a series of consultation meetings resulted in 
substantial contribution being made to the work of the Conunission. These meetings started
with a general gathering held in June for all participants in the sector (fixed and mobile
network operators, service providers, equipment manufacturers, consumer organisations and
European bodies active in the fields of numbering, licensing, frequencies and data protection)
which was attended by more than 130 organisations, companies and associations.
Subsequently separate meetings were held for the TOs and mobile operators; for the service
provider industry and for representatives of the trade unions in the communications industry.
In addition to these consultation meetings, the Commission received presentations from the
GSM MoU and from consumer organisations. More than 250 organisations participated
either orally or in writing.
Consultations at a European level were complemented by those held at a national level within
a number of Member States.
The Commission also worked closely with the High Level Committee of National Regulatory
Authorities. in accordance with Council Resolution 93/C 213/0 III
A list of the hearings and of the written comments received is set out in Annex 2.
----' ----
(ilohal System filr Mohile C()lIllIHllIicati()lIs ; see Green Puper.
European Radio Messaging System (paging) ; see Green !'aper
Council Rcsoluuoll of 22nd July 11)1)3 ou the review of the silu;llion in the telecolTUnunicalions sector and the
nced t()r further development in lhat markel 9:.tC  213/0 I ; OJ  C213/1.  6 AugUSl 1993.III COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE MAIN POSITIONS PROPOSED IN THE
GREEN PAPER
In the following paragraphs of this section, the lI1:1in commcnts receivCll during thc
consultation process ure sunU1\arised according to the positions set out in the Grccn Paper.
For those wishing further details, referenee should be made to the full comments which are
available on request
111, 1 LICENSING CONmTIONS FOI~ MOBILE NETWORK OP":RATORS
1Il!.1 Abolition of special and exclusive rights
There was widespread support for the aboliti.on of exclusive and special
rights in the mobile communications sector. Remaining exclusive and
special rights were seen by many contributors as holding back the
development of the sector
, .
in particular, by limiting competition, keeping
prices higher and restricting the range of mobile service available.
There was general acceptance that, subject to market demand, a minimum of
two lieences should be granted for eaeh mobile technology. Additionally,
strong support was expressed for the recommendation that at least one
licence for DCS 180012 systems should be granted in each Member State and
that access to DECTIJ be made available.
1/1./. Futllre licensing procedures and licence conditions
In relation to the futurc licensing procedures and the framework for licensing
conditions, there was strong support for open, non-discriminatory and
transparent licensing procedures.
In order to ensure a fair competitive environment, it was seen as essential
that both incumbent operators (particularly, where they were also operating
a fixed network or were affiliated to the fixed network operator) and new
entrants be subject to equivalent licensing conditions, though where
appropriate, a new entrant s licence could be adapted to redress any specific
advantages gained by the incumbent resulting from earlier entry into the
market. This extended to the need for equality in the duration oflicence
terms granted.
These comments on equality ineluded calls for clear time limits to be set for
the completion of the assessment of bids by national regulatory audlorities; a
requirement that, where possible, competing mobile systems should
commence operation at the sante time and that no operators should
automatically qualify for a new licence.
12 SlImdard for micro cellular communiClilions systems developed by ETSI, building on the GSM standard: see
Green Paper.
Digital Europcan Cordless TelecommUIliClitions ; new digital cordless standard developed by ETSI ; see Green
Paper.In relation to the method of awarding licenses, there was overwhelming
support from all sections of the industry for the use of comparative bidding.
The use of lotteries found virtually no support, whilst auctioning was
criticised as providing little guarantee of eventual service quality as weIl as
leading to higher prices for equipment and services for the user.
Nevertheless, a number ofMembcr States still put forward the view that
given the scarcity of the frequency resource, it was appropriate to place a
commercial value on the use of that resource.
Divergent views were expressed with regard to the grounds on which
licences might be refused. Most mobile operators, service providers and
users emphasised the need for competition and so favoured only a limited
number of non-economic grounds on which licences might be restricted
although a number of comments stressed the statement in the Green Paper
that these could include an assessment of viability ofparticlilar networks and
the quality of service. 
III.  Duration of IiG'enc:es
A particular point of concern raised by many existing mobile .and fixed
network operators was the need for lieence duration periods to be of
sufficient length, not only to allow operators to recoup investment costs, but
also to stimulate continuing network investment during the tenn of the
licence, including the adaptation of existing networks to new technologies.
Some comments even suggested that as a general principle licences should be
of unlimited duration, subject to appropriate safeguards allowing tennination
in the case of misconduct. On the other hand, some mobile operators and
service providers with experience of competitive markets urged the
Commission to take stronger action, especially where current licences have
been granted under monopoly or duopoly conditions, to assess whether
effective competition WaS being established and, if this was not the case, to
act appropriately.
There was general agreement that the length of both operating licences and
frequency licences should be the .same.
In the Green Paper, these limited conditions were identified WI essential requirements and public service
specifications in the fonn of trade regulations.
Essential requirements to be taken into IICCOWlt concern in particular the effective use of the radiofrequency
spectrum and electromagnetic compatibility rcquirement~, as well as scc\.lrity of network operation, maintenance
of network integrity, intcroperability of services in justified cases, data protection in justified cases, and user
suletyand satcty of employees.
Public service n:quircmcnts concen! conditions of pcnnancnce, IIvaiiability III1d qwtlity of the service. 'Dlc
safcguarding of pcnnancnce, IIvaiiablily III1d qlUl\ily of the service may imply fulfilling conditions relating to the
tec\mical competence wid finlll1cial resources of the licensee.III.l.  Reduced license conditions for Private Mobile Radio Systems
Contributorsemphasised the need for implementati.on of the Green Paper
proposals to take full account of the future role of private mobile radio
(PMR) services. In particular, contributors with experience of North
American .markets and equipment industry emphasised the importance of
PMRls . The flexible regulatory and licensing approach proposed in the
Green Paper was generally welcomed.
1I/. J.  The application of mutual recognition to equipment and licences
There was support for the further practical application of the principle of
mutual recognition for mobile tcnninal equipment. A specific point raised
was that in relation to equipment, the principle of mutual recognition should
not bc confined to radio equipment used lor roaming (GSM, DECT), but
should also extend to equipmcnt which can be used in common collective
frequencies (such as DSRRI6 equipment). It was urged that procedures
applying to the preparation of relevant TBRs and CTRsJ7 should be
accelerated.
There was also general agreement with the statement in the Green Paper that
the principle of mutual recognition w.ould be of only limited application in
the field of mobile services, (Mobile satellite communications, PMR
systems, local systems in border areas) because of the physical limitations
imposed by frequency spectrum.
111.2 SERVICE PROVISION
II1.2. J Independent service provision alongside direct service provision
A large number of contributions recognised the value of both independent
and integrated service provision as parallc1means of developing the mobile
market and extending customer choice as regards services and tariffs.
Private radiocommunicalions systems usually operale on a local or regional basis from a single base station and
uslllg a slIIg!c or small num~r of radio channels. Communication is generally limited lo a single (closed user)
group.
One commentator compared the situation in Europe with the lISA. In Europe in 1993, there were 5.5 million
PMR usersc()ll1pared with 17 million in the USA.
'I, Digital Short Range Radio, new digilal Slandard developed hy ETSI inlhe Private Mobile Radio
couunuuications field; see Green Paper.
Common Technical Regulations lor type approval oftcnllinal equipment according to the procedures of
Directive 911263/EEC. TllRs provide the teelmica! basis for CTRs. on the basis ofETSI standards (ETS).III. 
1/1.2.
Ill.  2.4
A number ofTOs and mobile operators stressed the importance of service
provision directly integrated into their network activitics. Concerns were
raised that any approach to service provision should not favour onc
particular distribution channel over anotller. The rolc of direct retail sales of
mobile services in achieving high penetration levels in Scandinavian
countries was stressed. On the other hand, independent service providers
suggested that they were placed at a serious competitive disadvantage vis-
vis integrated service provision by mobile operators, stressing the
importance of achieving a fair competitive environment to overcome this
disadvantage.
The need for a fair competitive environment
To overcome the general concerns about fair competition, many mobile
operators, service providers and users stressed the need for sufficient
transparency in relation to operators having an integrated service provision
arnl, in particular, to av.oid thc risk .of cross-subsidies. A number of
independent service providers went further and suggested that a truly
competitive environment could only rcsult from full structural separation of
network operation from service provision. A spceific competition issuc
raised bya number of contributors was the current pattern of substantially
subsidising customer acquisition through cheap equipment prices.
It was also suggested that full equality should extend to the relationship
between a TO and its service provision arm, alongside any requirements for
mobile operators to ensure arms Icngth dealings withintegratcd service
providers.
The removal of restrictions on innovative service combinations
In relation to the Grcen Papers proposal to remove restrictions on the
combination of different services by a single service provider, this was
generally supported and recognised as an important driver of innovative
service provision.
Code of Conduct for service providers
There was strong support for mobile service providers not to be subject to a
licensing requirement.
TIle development of a Code of Conduct at a European level, setting out the
rights .and duties of service providers with regard to both the operator and
the end user was strongly supported. It was felt that such a Code should be
drawn up by all interested parties in the sector.
ConUTIcnts focused on whether the Code of Conduct should be mandatory or
voluntary. Many fixed and mobile network operators were concerned about
the value of a voluntary Code of Conduct. At the same time, many other
comments emphasiscd the need for a flexible approach to service provision
tailored to differing national regulatory traditions. This would prevent a
disproportionate regulatory burden being plaeed on the service provision
industry .111.2.
II 1.2. 
A particular concern was raised by Europes Data Protection Conunissioner
who suggested that any voluntary Code of Conduct should not undennine
binding national legal provisions in the field of data protection.
Furthermore, obligations in Community legislation relating to the essential
requirement of data protection and privacy must cover both network
operation and service provision, given the volume of data they process.
Obligation to meet reasonable requests to deal
A major focus of discussion was on the proposal in the Green Paper that in
order to promote pan-European services and the innovative combination of
different mobile (and eventually fixed) services, network operators should be
required to meet reasonable requests to sell their services, with the
reasonableness of any refusal being subject to appeal before the relevant
national regulatory authority.
Some contributors, including somc service providers, TOs and mobile
operators, expressed support for such an obligation. Nevertheless, many
who commented on this. issue placed priority on the commercial autonomy of
nctwork operators in choosing how their mobile services should be
distributed. They emphasised the need for flexibility.and saw any obligation
as being placed firmly within the limits of competition law and normal
commercial practice. Once again, the successful penetration of mobile
services through retail outlets in Northern Europe was highlighted.
The role (4Roaminy, in thefiltureenvironment
There was general agreement amongst operators, service providers and users
fur .the need to support roaming as a means of cnsuring pan-European
service provision, and that roaming should be encouraged in a way which
promotes user choice.
A number of comments emphasised the need, in line with the call in the
Green Paper for full recognition of roaming arrangements, to ensure the
acknowledgement of the commercial implications of any agreement through
which a mobile operator distributed its systems SIM cards through.a service
provider in one Member State, i.e. that the service provider would then be
entitled to sell those cards anywhere in the Union, subject to the nonnal rules
of competition law.111, INTERCONNECTION
111.3. ONP a3' the basic framework for interconnection. with priority given to
commercial agreement between the parties
There was broad support for the use of the ONP framework as a regulatory
mechanism, providing it was modified in line with Council Resolution
931C2  310  118. to take account of an incrc.'\Singly competitive environment.
In any event the position in the Green Paper which gave priority to
commercial agreement within the framework provided by those general
principles was welcomed. The involvement ofNRAs would be confined to
situations where such agreements could not be reached.
However, at least one operator, with experience of North American markets
suggested that giving priority to commercial agreements would be an
insufficient mechanism to expand the mobile market, in view of the fixed
network or dominant mobile operators stronger bargaining position.
1113. En.mringfair competition  within  interconne,'tion arrangements
Many contributors stressed the importance of the principle of non-
discrimination and the need for sufficient transparency in the relationship
between TOsand their mobile subsidiaries, and between mobile operators
and their service provision arms.
A particular concern raised by ccrtain mobile operators and independent
service providers was the need to obtain fair access to the TO's data
processing capability and its IN functions. However, many TO's believed
that interconnection obligations should /1ot go beyond thosealrcady
envisaged in current Community legislation.
A number of fixed network operators indicated their view that
intercol1l1ection for mobile services must ensure, where appropriate, that new
market entrants make a fair contribution to the provision of universal
service.
llI.  3. 3 Transparency for interconnection terms
In order to allow regulatory supervision, support was expressed by a number
of operators and service providers on the need for interConnection
agreements to be available at least to the NRA, and that greater transparency
might be desirable.
11/34 Interconnection charges
In relation to interconnection charges, it was argued that these must lead to
cf1icient allocation of resources, be sustainable, promote efficient entry and
operation and allow efficient pricing decisions.
Council Resolulion of 22 July 1993 on tbe review of the situation in the lclccomm.lU1.icalions sector Md the need
for the further development in thal markel, OJ C213/01 , 6. 93.111.3. Standards for interconnection
In relation to the standards for interconnection interfaces, there was general
support for the positions in the Green Paper and, in particular, the emphasis
on voluntary standards in the future environment.
11/. 3(, Ime/"cOf/f/(!CI/OII./ii/" private mobile radio .\y.vtems
There was subst~U1tial support for a less restrictive approach to the
interconnection of PMR systems both with each other and with the public
network.
111.4 INFRASTRUCTuaE
The issue ofinfrastrueturc was a central clement in the discussions on the Grcen
Paper.
1//.4. I The right to seij:provide or use third-party infrastructure and the right of
direct imerconneclion
There Wa$ considerable support drawn from throughout the sector for the
twin principles of immediate liberalisation of mobile COl11municatiollS
infrastructure and for the removal of restrictions on direct interconnection.
This was seen as a key means in overcoming current bottlenecks in leased-
line supply and in allowing mobile operators control over their cost
structures, promoting lower prices and more rapid innovation. It was
perceived to be likely to lead to lower prices for IIsers.
It was emphasised by some that action in this area must go hand-in-hand
with the development of an effective interconnection regime and that the
proliferation of own infrastructure should not lead to inefficient operation
particularly with regard to the use of the radio spectrum.
At the same time, a number of conunents made by the existing fixed network
operators indicated their opposition to the discussion of infra$tructure issues
in the mobile area, outside the context of general discussions on
infrastructure regulation. The prime concern of these TOs was that such
moves on infrastructure and interconnection may undermine TOs' ability to
fund current investment in their networks and to maintain universal service.
Other TOs, particularly those with experience of markets where
infrastructure had been liberalised, did not share this concern.
/I/. .J.  Sharing infrastructure
The issue was generally recognised as extremely important, for both
tcehnicaland environmental reasons. Some TOs believed that infrastructure
sharing should be a matter for commercial agreement alone, and must ensure
no deterioration of the services concerned, whilst many others in the industry
accepted the principle of mandatory site sharing based on the overriding
grounds of environmental policy or public safety.ilLS 1~1\1)I()-"'IU~Qul~Ncms
1fI.5. I The importance offrequencies  in  the new environment
The availabihty of adequate frequency spectrum on a pan-Europcan basis
W1lS seen as fundamcntal to  the  expansion  of  mobile and personal
communications. A clcar and predictable environment for frequencies was a
necessary prerequisite against whieh investment strategies could be planned.
Such an environment must take account  of  both existing technologies and
new systcms, balancing frequency allocation with market demand.
1fI.5.  Support for the basic Union approach involving the ERC
Thcrc was general support for the approach to frequencies set out in the
Green Paper, placing reliance on  the  expertise  of the  ERCIERO19
Nevertheless, concerns remained about the ability  of  the .current proccdurcs
to keep pace with the market and to produce binding, implemented dccisions
within the Union. Some support was expressed for a single regulatory
authority to deal with common resource management on a Europe-wide
basis.
There was support for the application  of  ONP principles to thc process of
frequency allocation, including the requirement for charges for frequencies to
be cost-oriented. The question  of  the financing  of  the removal  of  existing
users was also raised.
Ill.  5. 3 Balance ofspectmm between telecol11l11unications. broadcasting and
defence use
A specific widely-expressed concern was the need for a fair balance in
spectrum management policies between the competing interests 
communications, broadcasting and defence. The GSM MoU called for gains
achieved through greater spectrum efficiency from broadcasters (through
emerging digital technologies) to be applied for mobile use
Ill.  Prwrrty area. jiJr frequenc-y fJoli(I'
Whilst there was general agreement on the priorities identified for
frequencies in the Grcen Paper, the main views put forward reflected the
particular interests  of  the contributors concerned.
1\  new approach 10 the coordination  of  radiofrcquencies in the Conullimily. Commwlicatioll from thc
CPl1ll111SSl0n concerning a proposal lor a Conncil Decision onlhc implementation by Member States of measures
conceming radioli'equencies (COM(93)3K2. 10. 1993).
~..
I\llenl!on was drawn 10 subswntial Irequcncy cl1iciency gains possible m e.g. the broadcasting licld
The example was clled of cnrrenl national broadcasting chmUlcls using traditional analoguc techniques which
require hetween 50-70 MHz in contrast to digital technologies which would require just 8 MHz to deliver 4
channels111.6 NUMBERING
lfI.  6. 
lfI.62
111.6.
The GSM MoD. for ex.unple, called for the release ofGSM extension bands
by January 1996 and for the common designation ofDCS 1800 bands after
completion of current ERC work. Further, there was strong support for
increasing PMR services current allocation which was seen as inadequate to
meet the potential of such serviccs . The basic requirement for PMR was
seen to be 100 MHz in the band below I GHz.
The importance (lnumbering in the neW envirunment
In common with the comments on frequencies, there waS general agreement
on the central role of numbering in the creation of a competitive mobile
market, and the need ior co-ordination at a European level to provide a
stable and predictable environment. A number of contributors raised the
issue of the cost of numbering changes as a major factor in determining the
degree of change to be implemented at a European level. .
~ilpport.for the basic Union approach to numbering
The basic approach to numbering proposed in the Green Paper, using the
expertise of ETO/ENF via Community mandates, was generally supported.
Given the impact of numbering on the competitive envirolUnent. there was
very strong support from mobile operators, service providers and users for
the application of the principles of non-discrimination, transparency and
proportionality in numbering allocation through independent authorities.
Numbering policy must also take full account of the data protection issues
raised by mobile numbers in view of the fact that they may constitute a
personal identifier.
Priority areas/or numbering policy
Whilst there was general support for harmonisation of directory and
emergency service numbers, there was less certainty concerning the need to
harmonise numbering for value added services, Intelligent Network services
or for basic mobile network access codes.
Support was expressed both by mobile operators and service providers for
work to advance the development of number portability. This was seen
particularly by independent service providers, as central to rebalancing the
market power enjoyed by mobile network operators.
Comments from a number of mobile operators and service providers
supported the call for a European Telephony Numbering Space in order to
speed new service deployment, whilst other contributors stressed the cost
involved in any re-organisation.
.- .--.
Th~ example was cJled of an averag~ 50 MHz allocation in Europe compared with 100 MHz in the USA, in
addition 10 a wide variety of lrequency bands and channel separations which pr~vented efficient operation in
Europ~ or ccononll~S of scale.III.  7 THE EVOLUTION TOWARDS PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
lII.  7.  The concept of Personal Communications
The vision of personal communications based on the full integration of fixed
and mobile technologies and services put forth in the Green Paper was
broadly supported. Contributors stressed that the current development of
network intelligence and the increasing cost-effectiveness of mobile
communications outside urban areas show that the market is already moving
in this direction.
With regard to UMTS!2, several eommel1ts both from operators and the
manufacturing industry stressed their vision of such services as the
combination of mobile and fixed network communications, via different
technologies, delivered through single tenninals and heavily reliant on full
intercol1l1cction and interoperability of the different delivery systems
concerned. The regulatory focus must be on establishing the right conditions
for such new teclmologies to emerge, rather than on attempting to pick a
winning technology. Other commcnts saw UMTS as a more unified
technology concept which required a long term vision and common
development efforts.
/J/71 The role of.,'ervice providers in the personal c()mmlil1/catio/1.~ environment
The role of service providers in developing Personal Communications
Services was widely accepted. 'Though many integrated and independent
service providers continue to maintain a national focus, others saw this type
of innovation as central to the development of pan-European services
111.  7.3 The combination of technologies in the personal communications
environment
The promotion of cordless PBXs, CT2 and DECT technologies were seen as
important elcmcnts in thc new PCS environment. In particular, the
restrictions on the combination ofDECT and GSM and on the combination
ofDCS 1800 and GSM should be rapidly removed to stimulate personal
communications services, and in particular, to allow fun in-house and out-
house mobility,
I!niv.:rsal Mobil.: Telecommunications System, a techl1ology and standard for third generation mobile digital
syst.:ms, .;urr.:mly under development with ETSI and by the RACE programme. UMTS should support full
p.:rsmml .;ommuniqllions services, delivered over a combination of fixed and mobile networks.
Work m the framework or the Il1temalional TdeconununicalioJls Union (frU) in this field is carried out under
Future Public I.mld Mobile Tclecommunicaliol1s System (FPLMrS).1lI.  7.4 Entry of mobile operators into thejixed network and the use afwireless
technology by fixed network operators.
Many mobile operators and some TOs expressed support for the proposal
that after 1998 entry for mobile operators into the fixed market should be
possible. At the same time, TOs were supportive .of the possibility of the use
of radio-based technology in their networks, subject to frequency
availability, notably as a means of extending universal service. Nevertheless
certain mobile operators were reluctant to see fixed network usc of mobile
extensions at too early a stage if it resulted in an unfair distortion of
competition,
1Il7,; IC('tI. l/1~ in the per.wnal COfJIfJIlI/1u:atiO/1S ellVlronment
In relation to the licensing of fulure systems, including t11ird-generation
technologies, support generally focused on co-ordinated national licensing
for introduction on a pan-Europe.'1n basis of s.'1teIlite-based services or third~
generation technologies. A specific concern was that any pan-European
approach to licensing should not reduce the .overall number of players in the
market and so limit competition. Some contributors supported an
experimental approach to licensing, particularly, in relation to satellite PCS
systems which were regional by nature. It was also suggested that the
specific needs of the aviation sector require a pan-European rather than
national approach to licensing.
POSITIONS TAKEN ON THE MEASURES REQUIRED FOR
IMPLEMEi\TATlON AND THE ACTION LINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
A FA VOUR:\BLE ENVIRONMENT
The main action lines and flanking measures proposed in the Grcen Paper were generally
endorsed inlhe consultation, subject to the various comments set out above. The emphasis in
the Action Lin.:s on health and safely and envirolmlental issues were widely supported.
However, a range of specific issues arose from the general discussions of both the Action
Lines and the flanking measures, aimed at maintaining the public interest as a more
competitive environment emerges.
IV,1 DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY
A number of comments, notably those from the European Data Protection
Commissioners, stressed that without effective data protection and safeguards
guaranteeing privacy, public acceptance of Union-wide mobile and personal
conmmnications networks and services cannot be secured. Action in this area, and, in
particular, the rapid adoption of pending Commission proposals in this area13 were
seen as urgent priorities.
... ..-----. ! \
I\m..:ud..:d proposal !()r a Council Dir..:cliv..: on thc protection of individnals willI rcgard lO IlIC proccssing of
p..:rsoulIl datn and Oil thc li'cc movcmcnl of such dala, COM(92)422, 15 Ik-ccmher 1992 ("the g~neral dlltll
jllOtcctiou dircctm:
I\mcnded Proposal for II EuropellnPlU'liament and Council Direclive concerning the protection of personal data
and pnvacy 111 the contcxl of digitallclecommlU1ications networks, in particular the Intcgratcd Services Digital
Nelworks (lSDN) and digital mobile nctworks, COM(94)128 tinal, OJ 288, 13.06. 1994.Two specific issues were also raised. namely, the strengthening of data protection
status as an essential requirement, and secondly, the need for adequate $afeguards to
be put in place to prevent unauthorised interception of satellite communications
(particularly of uplinks) in the context of the new low earth orbiting systems. Finally,
the European Data Protection Commissioners stressed their view that emerging
standards for third-generations systems must allow the cost-free option of
communicating without being obliged to identify oneself.
IV,2 HEALTH AND SAFETY
Comments addressed the fundamental need to ensure that mobile systenls and
equipment should be operated safely by both employees and users. TIle proposal by
the Commission to establish a comprehensive action programme to accelerate
neecssary safety standards, and to monitor the issue of possible health hazards through
electromagnetic exposure was welcomed.
Support was also expressed for continuing work ill relation to limiting the effects of
electromagnetic exposure.
. IV.3 MONITORING TilE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT OF THE DEVELOPING MOBILE
MARKET
The trade unions in the telecommunications sector stressed the need for the
Commission t.o study the actual and potential effects of the emerging mobile market on
employment, in particular, the effects on employment amongst the TQs.
Consideration should be given on the basis of such study to promoting re-deployment
and retraining within the sector.
IVA STANDARDS
The further development of standardisation for mobile and personal communications
services and equipment was fully supported. Action was urgently needed to continue
the development of CTRs and interim~CTRs in order to support the mutual
recognition ofternlinal equipment type approvals. Additionally, the extension of
mutual recognition through bilateral agreements was identified by both mobile
operators and the equipment industry as an important trade goal for the Union.
Drawing on the experience of GSM, many contributions stressed the importance of
adequate funding for testing equipment and procedures for GSM Phase II and other
emerging technologies.
Two further concerns raised in the Consultation related to the need for a solution to
the role of intellectual property rights in the context of the work ofETSI. Secondly,
the GSM MoD stressed the problems encountered in selling GSM technology world-
wide on the basis of different encryption standards. Both issues were seen as requiring
a political solution.
Specific concerns relating to radio equipment were raised by the ERC and the GSM
MoD in the context of Directive 91/263/EEC. These related in particular to the need
for rapid change procedures for TBRs and procedures for type approval of
accessories. Other issues raised coneerned mutual recognition of type approval and
certification procedures with third countries.
The standardisation process should also focus 011 new PMR standards, with one
organisation of business users suggesting the elevation ofCT2 from an interim ETS to
a full ETS.I V.$ TRANS-EUBOPEANNETWORKS Affl) SERVICES, AND SATELLITE-B&SEJ)
PER~ONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Several C9JTlmen(ators su-es.se.d the 'potential rple of mobile $crvjces indev.clqpin,g the
Informatjon Society .a.l1d welcomed the ackoowll.1dgcnlcutinthc U.a.llg.cluannO.rou,p
Report on Burope and tbeglob.al infotmationsociety ofG$.M .as a successful
hl1plementatiOI1 of the Traus-EIJ.r(;)pean Network concept.
The future satcJlitc-based.personal communicationssy.s.tems, inclu.ding tbe:sp~lcd
Low E;~rtb Orbit Satellites (LEOs)systcl1\S drew special attention, .as well as ,tbcflccd
to secure .a. st.rOllgEuropean role in tbo.sesyswms.
tV,9 ACCE$S TOTH(RI) cOUll/mY -M~'fS
There w~ geoera)slJpp.ort for the n~ .wensUIC opPn -aad;compar.abJe ..a.~s.s ~ ;~if.d
eountry mark:e~s. T-bcrcwas co~iderabJeCOt1ceJJ1.nbout :l'cguI3,Uons joother regW.ns
wbicb prevcntedmark.!:'t 6lC.ee.ss, .particula.r.1y in NI)J;d1 A:weriqa. Giv~n  ;g1j)h.aI
cb~r.a.cter 9f:GSM serv.i~s, fAir w.mpetition ,at J1ElU'opean JeVQI wo./JId l1otbe
sufficicpt for .its world-wide SUCCeSS, And p.riprjty.b~to be,giv~ :to\tbe,fMl..gOing
GAITIWTOn~gotiatiQfJs.
Kcy~cstli oftbis policy would ;be ,t))e ability QftheEurQP~ ,industry ,to,p.artjc.ip;;!.tein
tbccurrcnt US satcUitc-ba$cd ,PCs prqp.osals JPld tb$: po$$.ibilityof Euro.p~
tcchnologybeing used in thc :PCS services cuJ';r-cntly ,beinglU:cl1sed in the United States 
Whilst many contributors felt dmt al!owing tbc possibility of ownership ;rcstrictioJ;)s in
Europe werei!l)poI1U.ut in .lJchieviog amorcop~J;) .market a JJUmbcr OfCOIUUlcotS,
particularlyb!..lt l1otexcluliiveJy frOll1 iEurop.~ mobile opcr.ators withsu:.b.stantia11
foreign ownership, belicved that -tbes, tradeobjcctivcs . (X)!J-l4bebcst achieved 'by
a voiding the possibility pf.natiom.:dly-impQscd .ownership r~tric.tiol1$.
I Y, 7 Taft ISSU~ OF FAAU))O'LENT ;USEOF MOBJJ.;J,t M!fWORKS
Many service. providers and .sPlne opcr.atorsri.U$ed CORceJN ov.e.r t:he ~ue of bad
debts, credit ood frau~Me.nt use .9f mobile nctwork.s IU1d e,q.u~pfnent. Whilst tbese
issues were s~n .as being primarily ofnatioqaJ (;O.ncern, II.U(l by some ~.a matter f.or
cQ/UlTlereia.1 safegul,lfds in agreements :betw=nope.~ors .AA.d $eroce prov1defS. they
were aJso identified !l$ having .ck:.ar EurOJjl,ean implicatio"s in rclation 'tf.)
interconnection, obJig~,io.ns Jo deal, and tI'lC proposed Service Pf.~vid.er Cooeof
Conduct, as well as new d3!apro~tion f!.Iles.
IV, Tin: fSSlJF. OF  J\  SINGU~R~GUJ,An).RV AUTUOa.JTV
A nulIlber of coutdbutorfi, p.ickil)g .up 911 the recom,l)lCI)(jati.OI)S .oCtile aaogema/1R
Group Report, argu~ stroogly tor .a~inglc rcgulatQry .agency at a Unionlev.cl which
cQuld l11al1age COmmon r~$()urces (su~h as frequCQcyand numbering) -.md wbich could
eQSl1.re a consistent approach .ilJllatiollal implementation oftbc Union r~latory
framework.IV.9 PROCEDURES FOR CONSULTATION
Many comments stressed the need, in line with existing Union policy, for all actors in
the sector to be involved in key future decisions, such as the drawing up of a Code of
Conduct for service providers, and future frequency and numbering decisions. The
equipment industry proposed the creation of a consultative forum, bringing together all
those active in the sector to provide input into the regulatory process.
EVALUATION BY THE COMMISSION
On the basis ofthe comments and its analysis of the submissions, the Commission considers
that the main principles and objectives set forth in the Green Paper have found broad
support. On this basis the Commission considered it possible at this stage to .
- identify areas of general consensus amongst all market participants;
. set out general positions on the future development of mobile and personal
communications in the Community which are supported by a broad range of parties;
- identify priority actions required for the development of the future environment.
This is set out below.
AREAS OF GENERAL CONSENSUS
The Commission has found from the consultations that:
-- 
there is widespread support for the abolition of exclusive and special rights in the
mobile communications sector;
-- 
there is strong support for .open, transparent, and non-discriminatory licel1sing
procedures;
-- the vision of the personal communications environment based on the fulI
integration of fixed and mobile technologies and services was broadly supported
allowing licence holders to adapt to emerging technologies as the market demands:
.... the role of service providers in developing personal communications services
particularly on a pan-European basis, was widely accepted;
.... the timely availability of adequate frequency spectrum on a pan-European basis
was secn as fundamental to the expansion of mobile and personal communications
sector, to provide for a stable and predictable environment;
.... there was general agreement on the central role of numbering in the creation of a
competitive mobile and personal communications market and there was wide
support for number allocation through independent authorities on the basis of
transparent, non-discriminatory and proportionality-based principles;
..) general support was received for co-ordinatcd licensing for the introduction on a
pan-European basis of satellite based services and third generation systems.
GENERAL POSITIONS ON TilE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF TilE SECTOR
Based on the consultations, the Commission considers:-+ There is strong recognition of the role of ONP in the regulation of the mobile
communications sector and the need for the modification of the ONP frati1ework
in line with Council Resolution 93/C2 1 3/0 I to take account of the increasingly
cOlnpctitivc environment, as the rcgutat.ory mechanism tor interconnection to
cnsurc fair competition with priority givcn to conlll1crciat agn:cmcnt between
partics;
-+ There is strong emphasis placed on the importance of non-diserimination and
sufficient transparency in the relationship between the mob~le orwrators and the
fixed network operators and betweel'/ the mobile operators and their service
provision arms, and thc requirement to strictly apply compctiti.on rules.
-+ The important role of the regulatory authorities in dispute resolution .and the
definition of guidelines to ensure a common approach throughout the European
Union is broadly recognised;
-+ On the issue of service provision, there are a number of issues where broad
support was voiced, while there were others on which consensus is currently not
possible:
-+ there was support for the definition of a haol1onised set bf the minimum
requirements for a Code-of-Conduct for service providers, setting out the
rights and duties of the service provider with regard to both the operator and
the end user, by all interested parties in the sector;
..... the need to encourage roaming as a means of ensuring pan-Eurbpean service
provision and as a means that allows a rich variety of user choi~s and
innovative services was emphasised by a large number of parties;
-~ there was general importance placed on the removal of restrictions on the
combination of different services by service providers as an important driver
of innovative service provision, both national and Europe-Wide;
-+ as regards an obligation on mobile network operators to meet reasortable
requests to deal with service providers, service providers theniselves
supported the importance of such an obligation, particularly to cteate the
right conditions for pan-European services provision and the innovative
combination .of different mobile (and eventually fixed) services. Mobile
operators placed priority on eomincrcial autonomy in choosing how their
services should be distributed. They emphasiscd that any agreement had to
be placed within the limits of competition law and nonnal commercial
practice.
.. Finally, with regard to infrastructure:
-. there is strong recognition of the need for the establishment of a clear regime
on the right to self-provision of infrastructure or use of third-party
infrastructurc and thc right of direct interconnection for mobile operators;
However, there was disagreement in how far such a decision could be taken
outside the general context of the discussions on liberalising infrastructurc.
..... it is considered important to set out clear guidelin~s establishing the
conditions and criteria under which infrastructure sharing is jO$titicd or
should be mandatory from an environmental or tecQaical point of vieW.ACTION REQUIRED FOR THE FUTURE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
On the basis of the comments and the consensus achieved. the Commission finds that
the priorities lor the implementation of the Green Paper should be defined at a Union
level along the following lincs :
- actions specific to the mobile sector;
- actions in line with thc gcncral rcform of the telecommunications sector;
- schedules for standardisation, numbering and frequencies, and for the adoption of
binding decisions on implementation;
- the international agenda;
- safeguarding the public IIItercst;
- Universal Mobile TelceomnlUnications Services.
Thcse priori tics arc set out below.
PIUORITU:SFOR ACTION
V 1.1 SECTOR-SPECIFIC ACTION
V/./. Introduction of competition
The mobile and personal communications sector will be one of the most
important areas of growth in the telecommunications scene over the next
decade. For its prosperous development, the liberaJisation of the sector is
regarded as essential.
All remaining exclusive and special rights in the sector should be abolished
as soon as possible through full application of Community competition rules
and with amendment of Directive 90/388/EEC24 where required.
These measures should be completed before 1st January 1996.
VI. 1.2 Development (la  Code  oj"( 'onduct jiJr Service j'mvider.
A set of minimum requirements, describing the rights and duties of service
providers, needs to be dcfincd, with participation of allinterestcd parties in
the sector. These minimum requirements should form the basis of a Code-of-
Conduct for service providers, in line with the positions proposed in the
Green Paper.
. The Code of Conduct framework should be in plaee before 1st January
1996. It should be subject to bi-annual review, including an examination as
to whether the protection of consumer interests can be sufficiently
safeguarded by voluntary application of this code.
CommiSSlO1I Dircctive of 28th JUIIC 1990 011 competilioll 011 the markets for telecommunication services
t"O!\XX/EEC; OJ L 192/10. 24. 1990).VI. 1.
Vl.I.4
VI. 1.
Hn.mring service provider acce. v to the market
The vast majority of comments stressed the role of .service providel's -for the
further development of the mobile and personal colJllUunicationssector.
In line with the positions of the Green Paper, service prov.ider:s, whether
independent or integrated into mobile network operations, shouldha.ve fuU
commercial freedom to offer a combinati.on of services pmvidedunder
different mobile licences as welI as the ability to pro.vide services in different
Member States, subject only to the provisions of the Treaty competition
rules.
On the issue of whether there should be an obligation for.mobile networ-k
operators to deal with reas0nablc requests from service providers, th.e
Commission continues to consider this to be aimpo.rtant pnnciple for
supporting service innovation and pan~Europcan service.provision.
Nevertheless, in the light of the comments received duriDgthe'~nsuJtation
process, pri(Jrity should hI.: givcn at this stage to commercial agr~cnlcl1t.
This position should be subjl.:ct to the evolution oftbental'kct and be
examined in thccol1tcxt of the periodic bi-annual feviews.oftbc serviccs
market mentioned under -V1.1.2.
DCS J 800 lice,zces and access to GSM extensifJn hands
In order to alIow the development of a Union-wide nw.tket :forDCS 1800.
Member States should allocate at least one licence  for  Operating mobile
systems according to the DCS 1800 standard as soon 8$ possible, .at the
latest after adoption of an ERC decision on the alIocation ofDCS .1:800
frequellcies and prior to I sl January 1991\.
To allow the exploitation of the lull potential of the GSMJllCS 1800 :system
family 5, existing restrictions on GSM licqnsees rcgardin,gaccess to'9CS
1800 frequencies, or on DCS 1800 licensees concemingac.~s;to' GSM
extension bands, should be abolished at the latest by 1st January  :1998.
Allocation should be subject to frequency availability and stTict scrutiny
under the Treaty competition rules.
111is is in line with thegcncral ,Green Paper positiol1proposiqg~thatmobilc
network operators should be allowed to combine dif(erent:mpbile'servi~,
provided under different licences and/or on the basis ofdifferent
technologies/standards, that no restrictions should be introduGed .intone\\'
licences in this regard and that restrictions in existinglicen~ should;b.e
lifted.
Public access/Telepoint applications and DECT-basedsyslems
Prior to 1st January 1996, Member States should aUo.cate,licencesJor:pllblic
access n'elcpointapplications, in particular for systeI11SQPerating.ac.cording
to the DECTstandard.
--""'-
.n...
According 10 tilC OSM MoU Commcnts, GSM should bcsccn as a systcm family comprising GSM .pha~ .1
(iSM phase 2, (iSM phase 2+. DCSI80() and Ihe DCS 1 900 concept.V1l.
VI/7
V1l.
----.-.
In order to promote the rapid t;tke up of personal communications services
on a broad services platform, existing restrictions on combinations of DECT
and other mobile technologies/systems under existing licences should be
abolished before 1st January 1996.
In particular, GSMlDCS 1800 network operators should have the right to
instalI and operate DECT systems and to connect them to their networks
without additional operating or spectrum licences , subject only to scrutiny
under competition rules.
Allowing mobile network operator.I' to provide public voice service via the
jixed network
In line with the Green Paper positions, mobile network operators or
independent service providers should be able to provide public voice services
via the fixed network, once public voice provision via the fixed network is
liberalised.
At the latest, this should be in accordance with the schedule for full
liberalisation of public voice services established in Council Resolution
93/C2 I 3/0 I , namely I st January 1998, with, whcrc justified, additional
transition periods of up to five years for Spain, Ireland, Greece, and
Portugal, and t\vo years for Luxembourg, subject to the conditions which
may be agreed for such licences concerning universal service obligations or
sharing in the financing of such obligations, and subject to the Treaty
competition rules.
I!-nding restrictions onjixed network operators
In parallel and in accordance with the Grcen Paper, any restrictions on
public fixed network opcrators from entering wireless and mobile fields
other than those justified according to the Treaty competition rules, should
be lifted in order to alIow full combination of fixed and mobile services, and
thus give full opportunity for the development of personal communications
servIces.
ll1is implies that such operators should not be prohibited  ab initio  from
bidding directly or indirectly for licences for any mobile communications
service. Existing prohibitions on such bids should be abolished at the latest
by the deadline set for fulIliberalisation in Council Resolution 93/C213/01
namely, I st January 1998, with additional transition periods for the Member
States referred to above, subject to strict scrutiny of market impact under the
Treaty competition rules.
Targeted programmes to support market entry of emerging mobile
technologies: Tf;l~: ERM/!.- , TETRA, DSRR.
Specific programmes should be initiated to support, where required, new
mobile technologies currently being implemented in the marketplace. These
progranllnes should include reviews examining the current state of market
introduction and the level of support currently encountered, with a view to
enhancing the world market potential of the systems and" technologies in
question, and proposing any measures required.
I\ccurtllllg 10 comments by the (iSM Mol), this will encourage Ihe impl~"lTlenlalion or services according 10 the
DE( T/I iSM mletworking standard specified by ETSI SM(i III prescnl.The Commission intends to award study contracts to investigate the status .of
TITS, ERMES, TETRA, and DSRR27 mobile technol.ogies. Tbestudjes
will inpartieular report on the licenses awarded, the perceived mar~t
potential in Europe and the rest of the w.orld, products d.eveloped .or being
developed, and the availability of frequency spectrunJ in the Member Smtell
of the Union.
It is considered that these actions will facilitate dIC planning .of fvturc
measures aimed at accelerating market introduction ofdwse emerging mobile
technologies.
VI. J.  Monitoring issues oj/rolld
The fraudulent uSe of m.obile services and equipment has emerged Wi a mlij.or
concern during the consultation.
The Commission intends to monitor closely this phenomenon and pmpo.s.c
where required measures including a rcquircnlcnt .on network .operators to
implement the Equipment Idcntifi~tion Register (EIR) for digitaJ temainals
and. adding Physical Serial Numbers (PSN) to analogue temUmds. Any
measures taken in this area must not restrict the fiJrther dweJoprnent .of
roanllng.
VI.  1. /()  Huropean licensing (~r satellite PCS ~'ervice.
While the licensing .of mobile systems was generally seen to best be carrie!)!
.out at a nationallcvel, and co-ordinated licensing wall considered m many .of
the comments as a sufficient measure t9 ens pre cohcn.~ f.or a:tU.ture
UMTS there was wide recognition that s;:ltcUitc~b!Uicd pers.onal
communicatians services sllould be secn as. a special casc, in v~w of their
Europe-wide cQverage.
Given that licences for satellite based personal C9mm!..uucatiol1$ sYlitems.,
including the so-called Low Earth Orbit Satellites (~Os) sys~, are due
tQ be allocated in the United States by Spring 1995, there exi$ts.. .an ur~cnt
requirement to establish a co-oniiltated position with rcgardt9 liccn$ing .of
such sys.tel11s in the UniQn.
The Commission considers that in this case, there is .a clear case for
proceeding at th~ Union level. in .order to avoid unco...ordinated. action and 
ensure a strong European role in thcl)e fiJture global sYlitems.
Full account should be taken of the global ~pccts oftbese sYl)te~, wjth
licensing applications to be open to existing and future .globIDsystems, On a
reciprocal basis.
--._--
~7 TI'TS' the new digital TerreSl,rial Flight Telephone System (in.t1ight tetcphone (or passcngcn;), developed by
ETSI
ERMES :Europeall Radio Messaging System, the new digital paging slan(lard developed by ETSI
TETRA Trans European Trunkcd Radio, the new digital standllrd developed by ETSI fo.r uppliPIIliol1s for
prlvalc usc Oil 11  shared bllsis, such as by closed user groups mId \L'iC e.g- by policclurCl;s (of pal1icullif
IIllporlmlcc IIlso III thc COlllcXI of the IInplemclllatiull  of the Schcngel1 IIgrccnlcnl).
. I )SRRI )Igllal SIIOII Rauge: Radio lIcw digilill sllllulard developed by ETSI in tbc privalc Inobile: rndio Held.
Fol dctalls scc (;leclI Paper.Procedures should therefore be developed for licensing satellite-based
personal communications systems on a common basis at the Union level
with the opening of the licensing process .by I st January 1996 at the latest.
VI. II Consultation procedure:.'
Many comments emphasised the importance of strengthening consultation
procedures in the sector. Included in some of the comments were proposals
for the creation of a permanent consultative forum, bringing together all
those active in the sector.
Such proposals are entirely consistent with the call for strengthening
partnership-building in the telecommunications sector contained in the
Commissions Communication of 19 July 1994 in response to the report on
Europe and the global information society. . The Commission would
therefore support the creation of sueh a European Mobile and Personal
Communications Services Fonllu.
VI.2 ACTIONS LINKED TO GENERAL REFORM OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS (REQUIRED
BY 1 JANUARY 1996)
A number of required actions are linked to the general refoml of telecommunications
regulations required by 1st January 1996 in accordance with Council Resolution
93/C213/0129. These concern general issues, such as the future structure of regulatory
coordination between Member States, and the issue of a future Single Regulatory
Authority raised in a number of comments, as well as a number of specific measures.
The measures concerned are considered below.
-_. ----
2K "Europe s WIlY 10 the inlimnulioll s(leiely. An uelion plun. Communiculion Ii-mn the Commission, COM(94)347
1'1 July 19'14.
!'I ('ouncil Resolution of 22nd July 1'1'1 1 ou Ihe feVlew of Ihe slluutiOI\ IIIlhe ldecounllluliculions seclOf LInd Ihe
need lor Iilrther developlIlenl in Ihulmurket (93/C 213/01 ; OJ 213/1 6 August 1'193).VI.  2.  Rl!lIloval (~lre,Wrictiom'  em  the use ~lalternative /nfrostrucf/tre within
mobile networks
The issue of free choice ofinfrastructurerequircd fo.r mo.b.il~n!'.tw.~k
operators was one of the core issues raised during the consul~Qn.
The Commission continues to consider the freedom for mobile ;l1~w.Q"k
operators to operate and develop their nctwork for:tbepu:tpose.of,tbe
activities allowed ill their licence or authorisatious, iuC'!udiuga f.i:-CC.chQi~e of
facilities used.to support such activities, as essential for ctlsuring an
appropriate economic base for such operations.
h1 response to the report .01) Eu.ropc 'J11d the gl.ob~llinforn)a.tic::1n sQcis:ty, and
as announced in itsCol11l11unication of 19th July '19-94, ;tlleCo.QJljs~pn
produced the first part .of the Grecn Paper On infras.tFlleturcJO, ;p,reposing,
inter aLia the fulIliberalisation ofinfrastru.cture used. for mQbHc
communications.
VI.  2 2 Regulation of interconnec1iOf1 arrangements wi/hinthe fr(ltfJi!:tN.ork ,()f Open
Network Provision and Treaty competWon r/iLe.
The Commission has put forward a Communication Ol~ the :&1tl:lte. adJusliment
of Open Network Provision to a full~' coJIJ,)')etitivc.envirQtllTIegt31. The
C'Ol1l1Jllll1icatioll prop.oses anew OPCII Netwo.rk Pro.vjsiQnjJ)t.c.f~J)nccti;On
Directive in parallel with lheinlplcmentatiol1 ofth.e.COHlpctitionrn~ps, to set
out in further detail the ,pril1ciples ana ,the framework fQr 'pro.l)1Q~in$
interconnection.
Key orientations would bc :
- commercial negotiation to be the basis for ,interCQnQeptio.lJ .agrc:CJQeJJts;
- the National Regulatory Authorities to playa role inlaying d~)\YJ1
principles for negotiation;
- common principles to be applied for interconnection .charges.
Two coll1prehensive studies arc currently being carried out for the
Commission on accounting and interconncction . 111e studic's will ,he
submitted to a broad public consultation following theirp.ublicanQnin
October 1994, such col)sultation to be GQl1J.p!eted in Pccember1994.
Proposals for an in~erconncction Directive will be tabled by th.e;(::~unmission
before 1st January 1996
.- --------.
.III Orccnl'apcr on libcralisation of tclcconununications infrastructure .and cable TV networks (part -I).
Prcscnt status and future approach for open access to tclccOnUllWlicatins networks and servi~s (()P!::\1 .NctwQrk
Provision), Communication from the Commission to . he European PlICliall1cnt and tllCCoWlcd (to bepublishlXl).
('ost allocation and thc general accounting principlcs to be UStood in thc cstablishJncnl of ,!cccss chargcsiJIthc
conlexl. Oflclcphonc libcralisatioll in the EC" , Arthur Andersen & Co, Turin, Italy.
lnlcrconncct\llnln Ihe context of Open Network PrOVtsJ\IIl , WissenschalUichcs Inslitut Illr
K\)lIIlInllll!..all"lI,dll'nsll~ (hnhl!. IllId 1I0IIIICl", (;cllnllnvAlso anticipated is the amendment of Directive 90nX7 lEECH, in particular
adjustment of its scope, in order to ensur~ the general application of the
principles of equality of :lccess, transp:lrency, Hun-discrimination and
proportionality, which are particularly relevant ill rel:ltion to licence award
proccdures.
In parallel, the Commission intends to intensify its scrutiny of interconnect-
ion agreements under the Treaty competition rules
VI.  2. 3 Amendment ufJ)irective CJ//263/HHC on mutuu/ recognition for terminal
equipment
Directive 91/263/EEO4 should be amended before 1st January 1996 to
cover mobile terminal equipment not capable of connection to the public
network, which is currently outside it$ scope. Accelerated application must
include more rapid adoption of ConI/non Technical Regulations (CTRs) in
particular for terminalequipll1cllt using new digital mobile technologies.
Accelerated applications of Directives 9l/263/EEC and 93/C97/EECJs
should also allow for mutual recognition of temtinal equipment on the basis
of fulfilment of the essential requirements for those types of equipment for
which erRs have xlil.1 not been :ldopted.
Basl.:d 011 Ihe comll1\.'lIls rl.:cl.:lvl.:d, p:lrticular issul.:s 10 he addressed ineludt~
rapid change procedures for TBI~s and type approval lor accessories.
VI. 2. Adoption (!lproposal.~ pending in the fie/d of mutual recognition of
licensing.
The proposed Satellite Lieensing Directive36 which also covers satellite-
based mobile communications, is currently under discussion in the Council.
It is expected that the Council will adopt a common position before the end
of 1994.
The .unended proposal for a general Directive un telecommunications
licences.\) excludes the field of mobile communications. The Commission
notes the reservations in the consultation concerning the application of the
full mutual recognition principle to certain mobile communications fields
owing in particular to issues of frequency allocation and coordination.
...--.-----. -.. -.---..--
Cnuued Dlreeti ve of 2&lh June 1990 on the establishment of the Inlcmal Market for Telecommunications
scnH:CS through IInplcmcntatlOn ofOpcn Netwnrk Provision (90/387/EEC ; OJ I. 192/1 24. 1990).
Council Dlreelive of 2'.1 I\pnll'.l91 on the approxnnation of the laws of Ihe Member Slates conccrning
telecommunications teoninal equipment, including lhc mutual recognition of their confoouily (91/263IEEC; 0.1
1.128/1 23.051991)
C(JUncilDireclive of 29 October 1993 supplementing Direclive 9l1263/EEC in respect of satellite earth slation
equipment (93/C 97/EEC ; OJ L 29011 , 241 11993).
Proposal for a European Parliament and CoUllcilDircctive on a policy for the mutual recognition of licenccs and
olher nauonal aulhorisalions for the provision of satellite network services and / or satellite communications
services, COM(,)3 )(.52 final - OJ 4&2, 4.01. 1994.
I\l1IcnJcd pJ\lposal lin a European l'arhmnclII and Cmmetl DireClive on Ihe mutual rcco!\nilion of licences and
olhcl nall(1nlll authoJ Isallons t()J' lelcullllllllll1lealions serVIces, COM(94)'11 tinal - OJ 4. , 22.CJJ. 1994VI.3 SCHEDULES FOR STANDARDISATION., NUMBERING ANI) FREQURNCIES, ANn TIll':
SCHEDULE FOR ADOPTION OF UlNDlNG DECISIONS ON IMI'L.EMENTATION
Standards development .md the developmcnt ofTBRs in the mobile conummicutiolls
field follows agreed procedures, established in particular according to Directive
91/263/EEC.
As regards frequency and numbering co-ordinatioll, the frameworks proposed in the
Green Paper have in the meantime been established with the ERC / ERO and
ECTRAIETO respectively.38 An MoU and Framework Contract have been signed
betwccn the Commission and the ERC  ERO, as well as between the Commission and
ECTRA / ETO, according to which the Commission entrusts work on frequency and
numbering co-.ordination to these organisations
VI.  3.  S/andardisafion
For the mobile and personal communications sector, a number of standards
have been adopted for GSM (TBRS Phase I and TBR9 Phase I), ERMES
(TBR7) and DECT (TBR6, TBRlO and TBRII). A majority of these
standards have been included in mandatory pan-European type.,approval
specifications, Common Technical Regulations (CTRs).
Further stand.uds have been requested by the Commission for GSM Phase 2
OSM Phase 2+ , GSM half rate codec, DCS I  gOO LEO earth stations
TFTS and TETRA. It is expected that these standards will be adopted
during 1995 and 1996.
V/. 
:.!
l'reqllencies
In order to secure the development of new mobile tcchnolog.es binding ERC
Decisions40 on the allocation of frequency spectrum by the Europeat).
Radiocommunications Committee are required for:
- before I st January 1996 :
- TETRA
- DCS I XOO
--......- .... ... ._--.....
ERC and ECTl0\ have been created as two of the thrcc CQnunittces wIder till: new CEpT, see GrccnPaper.
ERC . European RadioCommunications Committee. The ERC has established the European Radio
Communications Onice (ERO), Copenhague.
I~CrRA : Ellfopean Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs. ECTRA has set up the European
Telecommunicalions Ollice (ETa), starting from 1 st September 1994 onwards, at Copenhague.
II substantial number of work requirements have been agreed or arc under negotiation. Of special concem lo
mobile  personul cOInll1uniealions lire, inter alia
, .
. III the Ijeld of Ireqllency phllUling co-ordinalion (ERC/ERO) : work reqUlremcnls on OCS1800, TETRA
wlleless lANs, mobile broadband systems, salellile pes, VSATMNU, mobile satellite applications (geneml),
lJMTS ,
- III lhe ljeld of numbering planning / co-prdinalion (ECTRNETO) : work requirements on UPT, inelu,ding
European numbering Splice and PCS numbering and portability, non-discriminatory access to nwnbering, aspects
of user Iriendliness of numbering systems;
- in Ihe field of developing licensing conditions (ECTRNh'TO) : work requirements on sateUitc res, mobile
satelWe nelw(lrk and services (geneml), SNU.
41) ERC Dccisions, Sl.'C Green Paper.VI.  3. 3
- satellite-based pcrsonal communications systcms (including Low Earth
Orbiting satellite systcms).
- before 1st January 1998 :
- UMTS, with a global objective of allowing for an early designation and
schedule of allocation for the bands set aside at W ARC92 for
UMTS/FPLMTS.
Numbering
With regard to numbcring oftdecommunication services, fiml decisions by
ECTRAare required that will allow:
- bcf()rc I st January  199(, 
- the ~stablishmcnt of a European numbering space for freephone
services;
- before 1st January 1998 :
- the establishment of a European numbering space for pan-European
. .
servIces prOVISIOn;- the creation of an open and integrated numbering sch.emo fof Europe
which allows (pan-European) intelligent network servica. mobile and
pcrsonaltelccommunications scrvices and other swvices to migrate into
this DCWschcmc,
As an imntcdiatc priority, current activities aimed at the reform ofnatiooal
numberina plaus. shmJld take account of tile requiretncrat for convcraencc.
Also, national regulatory authorities should CD$urc tile timely awilability of
new number blocks for new market entrants. with number. of"cqualcpaality"
to those of other market playcl's.
VL4;1
VI,4 THE INTERNATIONAL AGENDA
VI.  4. 2
Third country 4cceas
A major focus for the Community for achieving nwkel: acceu in third.
countrie$ will be the GA TI fonun (shortly to become the: mo. World
Trade Orpnisation). The telecommunications  sed.Ot and the mob- sector
in particular are directly concerned with- GATIruIes 10 .b9. dCveJopcd dUring
negotiations on basic telccommunications over the next two years:.
These negotiations should Dot only result in an exchange of commitments on
market acCQss. but should also help set the ground-rulc. for the future.
Among the issues covered would be claritieationas to bow tho OAlTlWTO
principles apply inparticu1ar situations such as mobile communications
where access to ftequc::ncies may be limited, and in global personal
communications which have global teguJatory implications.
International aspects of nequency allocation in the lTU, and the iSlue of
mutual recognition of type approval on a: wodd-widc sc:aIe willafso Reluire
urgent attention,
On a bilateral level, COMInon Conununity positions win be needed with
regard to obtaining comparable and effective nwket access to specific third-
country markets,
Common Community positions wiD also have to be developed on issues
having a direct impact on trade and ~rts in this field: Comments: ba.ve
confirmed that thia concerns issues related particularly to tho effective
enforcement of intellectual property rights, as well as 1:(1 restrictions 0It
exports of encryption techniques and other sensitive technolQ&iel.
International ,"a-ordination on evolution towards UM/'S
International co-ordination will be a major aspect of the, future evolution
towards UMTS (see below). The main forum for such co-ordination will be
the lTU-work on standardisation of the Future Public Land Mobile
Telecommunications System (FPLMTS)
Additionally, the evolution towards UMTS is co-ordinated between. the
United States, Japan and Europe in a pIatfonn known as FAMOUS ,,"uture
Advanced MobileIWireless Universal System), The Eul'opean, dclCption to.
FAMOUS is comprised of representatives nom the Cornm.ission, the
Telecommunications Equipment Manufacturers Association (ECTEL) and
ETSI.VJ.4.
The main objectives of FAMOUS are 10 continue to seek collaborative
approaches to the exchange of ideas in order to address the emerging needs
of third-generation wireless communications syst.emS and services, on a
world-wide basis; to establish a broad common underst2mding of the
requirementS with a view to introducing these into the st.:wdardisation
process; to pursue discussions concerning possible international roaming
options, and to nwdmise international co-operation for interoperability on a
global basis ofstJch systems.
Infonnation obtained througJ1 FAMOUS will be fed into the Unions research
progl-amm.esin this area (see below).
lne N)le of personal cotnlnlLnications /II Information Highways
The report on Europe and the Global Information Society and the subsequent
Commission Action Plan of 19th July 1994 bas ernphasised the importance
of roobile commr.uUc.a.tions as a major element in building the infonnation
highway,
The Commission wiIl pay due attention to this aspect ie, further planning
towards the information highway both at the European and global ~evels.
V1.5 SAFEGUARDING TRE PUBLIC INTEREST
VI.5.1
VI5.
Development of a global Aclion l'rogramme for Health and Safety in the
mobile sector
Increasing acceptance by the general public of the use of radio frequencies
as a means of communicating is the basis for the whole: mobile industry.
Then:fom, concerns regarding ha7.ards caused by the u:;:c of radio
frt;quencics must be considered and takclI into account Cormncnts on fut:
Green Paper have confirmed that such concerns centre on two major .areas:
the potentialha.zards caused tc;. hu.man ~on the ODC hand, and thc
potential for electromagnetic interference with other electronic equipment
such as pace-makers and hcariltg aids, on the other.
There was hroadsupport for the setting up of a compl1~hcnsive action
programme to assess the iropact of radio frequency radiation on human
hcalth and safety and to accelerate the development of the necessary safety
standards.
The Commission will make proposals for initiating sut;h a programme before
1st January 1996.
On-going assessment of the el1vironmetltal impact of the development of
mobile and personal communications
There was genernl agreement on the need for an ongoing assessment of the
environmental impact of mobile and personal commUIJ~cations. In
particular, tbe sharing of sites will n:duce the impact (Ill dle environment by
pn-.venting. wherever possible:, the UIUleccssary proliferation of r:1dio masts
and rdated facilities.Guidelines for sharing agrecments in conformity with Treaty competition
rules, should be worked out before 1st January 1998.
VI.  5. 3 On-going monitoring o/employment trends and training needs in the
communications sector
In the context of the consultation, trade unions have stressed the need to
examine the. impact ofthc new technological developments on employment in
the telecommuni.cations sector.
In order to satisfy the inereasing demand for mobilescrvices operators are
establishing more ccll sites to imlJrOVe COVCf"age, they are openiqg more
service centres to take customer orders, and they are creating more
distribution ehanncls t.o sell services and equipment. AU suchefl'orts
translate into a continuing and growing industry requirement for skilled
workers. It is expected that as a result of this activity, employmertt in the
public cellular telephony business will grow at a rate of 10 to 20 .percentper
year.
The on-going monitoring of employment trends, and the associated training
needs in the mobile communications sector will be accorded high priority.
VI.  5.4 Data protection and privacy
The future development of mobile iftId personal communications raises
important questions of the protection of privacy with regard to the
processing. of personal data. The concepts of person to perSon calling,
unique numbers for individuals and personaJised cards need to be carefully
examined from this point of view in order to take into accountconcetns sueh
as those which have already been raised on line identification. This is
addressed in the amended proposal for a Directive on the protection of
personal data and privacy in the digital telecommunications networks . "In
addition it is expected that the Council will adopt a common position on the
framework directive on data protection before the end of the year42
The Commission will prepare a report examining the need for further
measures concerning the protection of personal data before the 1st January 1996. 
Amcnded propo~allor a Europcan Parliamcnt andCOl\l1cil Dircctive concerning 111c protection.of per~onal data
and privacy in the context of digital tcicconunnnicatiml~ nctwork~, in particular the futegrated Services Digital
Nclworks (ISDN) and digital mobile networks, COM(94) 128 final, OJ C288, 13.
42 Amcndcd proposal for a Cowlcil Dircctive on tile protection of individuals willi regard to lite processing of
pcrsonal data aud on lite free movement of such data, COM(92) 422 final, 15.10.VI. b I
VI.6 UNIVERSAL MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
/11.62
ontllllled .mpport fil/'  o/l1/111111i~v research programme.I' info advanced
mobile COl/1ll11lll/nJllollS  Ulld  tdeJ//atlcs
The new programme for research and technological development in the field
of adv;U1ced communications technologics and services was adopted by the
Council Decision of 27 July IIJ'J4.n
The global objective of the programme is to develop advanced
communications systems and services for economic development and social
cohesion in Europe, taking account of the rapid evolution in technologies, the
changing regulatory situation and opportunities for development of advanced
trans-European networks and services.
One of the main areas for technological development is that of mobile and
personal conll11unication networks. The objective is to accommodate the
demand for personal communications beyond 2000 and to permit European
industry to rctain its leadership role in this area, Emphasis will be placed on
l11iniaturisation, broadband radio technologies, advanced electricaUoptical
technologies, novel multiple access techniques, as well as the integration of
satellite and terrestrial networks
""lIfJPOr/ Jill'  the work o/lhe 1-."/:\" ,"'ill/cial Mobile (iroup and promotion ola
llM'f:\' Moll
ETSI and in particular its SMG (Special Mobile Group) Technical
Committee will conlinuc to he a key plaYl.:r inllu: development of the GSM
system HlIuily and tlnnl~gcnna(ion technologies
ETSI SMG is at present concentrating its work on extending GSM with new
features (Phase 2, Phase 2+, Half-rate c.odec), It is expected that the
emphasis of the Group will gradually move towards UMTS.
In order to secure such a smooth transition, the approach towards UMTS
technology is expected to be built .on an upgrade of the current GSM system
family to include new functionality and extended broadband service
capabilities. Such an approach secms to give the best guarantees that the
present success ofGSM can be carricd over into the next generation UMTS,
with consequential benefits for the sector employment and the European
economy.
The future developml.:nt of UMTS will require a common vision of all sector
players. The Commission will therefore, in accordance with the emphasis on
partnerships with the sector given in its 19 July 1994 Action Plan for the
information society, support the setting up, prior to 1st January 1998, of a
Memorandum or Understanding lor the development ofUMTS drawing on
the experience of the GSM MoU and building on national initiatives
currently under way in this field
Cmlllcil I)":C1S10n of 27 July 1994, adopting a sp..:cllic progranlln..: for research and technological development
IIIdnding demonstration, in the field of advanced communication tedmologies and services (1994-1998),
19.11572/EC)VI.  (). 3 Il1vestiJ.:atiol1 a/potential (~lsalellite-ba. ed liMn.;
Future personal eomnlllnication services wiJImake use of a mix of terrestrial
technologies such as the GSMsystcm fan1i1yand PECT, as well as satel1itc~
based systems. By integration of the various systems into a common
environment, users will be offered sean11ess services that can be accessed on
a global scale.
Currenlly, Europe is Ihe leading player ill the area of digital mobile and
personal CoJIIl1llllllcalions ledlllulogy. Systems such as (iSM and DCS
I ~()o/ I 900 are, or are poisl.:d to becol1le world standards for terrestrial-based
systems.
The complement;iry nature of terrestrial and satelJite-based systems makes a
combined system concept highly auractive where strong mutual benefits can
be derived. Hence the importance of investigating the deve1opmentof a
satellite component for the future UMTS as a prerequisite for continuing the
success of the cu ('rent terrestrial digital systems into the next generation of
mobile and pasollal COllllHUllieations networks.
A major condition will be a strong .European presence in satellite-based
personal communications systems, based on the cady allocation of European
licences f~)r such systemsVII CONCLUSIONS AND TIMETABLE FOR ACTION
TIle mobile and personal communications sector is currently in a critical phase of its
development. In order to secure further development and to reap the full benefits of its
potenlial, a cohl.:rent and stable regulatory framework for the sector is required. This
Communication Sets the priorities for actions aimed at establishing such a framework, the
n)ain elements of which are shown in the Timetable for Action (TABLE I) below.
The report on Europe and the global Information Society, and the Commission
ommllI1lCatlon ~)f 19th July 1994, have ell1phasised the importance of mobile and personal
COml1llll1lCatlons as a major building block for the future information en\'lronment. As such
1111.: Orl'en Papl~r ~III mobile and personal eomnlllllications, and the subsequent consultation
represent a first key step in the process of preparing for the fuilliberalisation of
telecommunications markets in the EU from 1st January 1998.
The Commission has published the Green Paper,,:; a consultative document with the
IIItenlioll to se~~k the views of alllllterestcd panics iu the scctot, as well as of the European
Parliamcnt allli (\!llllcil, thc I ;cononllc and Social Committee, and thc (\JI\lInittee of Regions.
A bro;ld consult;ttJon has taken place including public hearings whilst a substantial number
of written contributions have been received. On the basis of this consultation, the
CommisSion has dralled this Communication to the European Parliament and the Council
and has prepared the attached Proposal for a Council Resolution.
In the light of the above, the Commission asks the European Parliament and the Council to
endorse this Communication .and urges the Council to adopt the attached Resolution.TAB LEI: TIMETABLE FOR ACTIONS DESCRIBED LN SECTION VI ABOVE
~rior to 1st January 1996
Olllilctitioli. Full application of III!.' Trt::.lly colllpelilion rules and, where
1l'lJllircd . all1elllllllclI( of Dilt'dlvc 9()/IKK/EEC in order 10 achieve tht'
ohJeellve of Iemoval of all exclusive and special rights in Ihe sector (VI. L I)
Code of Collduct. Development of a. Code of Conduct ((If Service Providers
(VI.I.
I) Jt:CT. F"cilitatingacccss to DEcr and colllbiued rlSC ofDECf' with
olher technologies, in p:ulicnlar GSM/DCS tHO() (VI. 1.5)
SUI)llort Prognmullcs. Est"bHslUllent ofprogmtnmcs fQr prOllioting
TFTS, ERMES, TETRA, and DSRR market introduction (VI. 1,
Satellite-peS, Agreeing proccdure$ for licensing of satcllite-based personal
communications at Union level and starting licensing procedures (VI. lO)
Consultation. Promotion of the creation of a European Mobile and Personal
Communications SeEVices Forum (yr...ll)
Alternative Infrastructure, Lifling constraints on alternative
Icleeonullunications aud cable TV infrastructure for tbe provision of mobile
communications, based 011 a gcueml approach (0 infrastructure regulation
(VI.2.
ONI', Intcl'conncction :lnd thc COlllllctition Rulcs. Adjuslment of the
Open Nelwork I'rovisiou fr:ullework and propos:ll for an ONP Inlerconm:ctioll
I )ireelive iu the context of gencraltclecommunicatiolls rcfonn; scrutiny of 
1IIll' lconuecl:ion agn.'t'nlcn~s under ~he Treaty competition rules (VI.2.
Mutual Recognition. Amendmcnt of Directive 91126J/EEC concerning
mutual recognition oftype approval of mobile equipment (VI.
I)jrectives pending. Adoption of pending Directives (mutual recognition of
s,ltellite licenses and data protection and privacy) (VI. 4/5)
Frequencies. Adoption of ERC Decisions on frequency bands for TETRA,
DCS 1800 and satellite based personal communications, including Low Earth
Orbit satellite systems, (LEOsl (VI.3.
Numbcrin~.. Openill~ up of a European Numbering Space for freephone
sclviccs (VU.
SI;uulardisatiou. Eslablishment of siandardisation mandates (YI.J.
FnlUd. Monitoring the fraudulent usc of mobile services autl C(luipment
and examining action where required (VI. 1.9)
Third Country Marl.cts. Ensuring internatiottal co-ordination and working
towards furthering of equivalent access to Utirl! country markets (VIA. I)
lIealth & Safety. Development ora gl9bal action programme for health
and safety in the mobile scctor (VI.5.
Employment & Training. Monitoring of employment trends and re-training
needs (VI.5.3)Prior to 1st January 1998
Service Provider Access. Review of the situation concerning access to the
market by service providers (VI. 1.3)
I)CS 1800 Licences. Ensuring access to DCS 1800 and GSM extension
bands in all Member Slall'S (VLIA)
Mobile Sel"\'ice Cumbin:lliuns. Allowing. in a lirsl phase. lilll combinalion of
dillcrenl mobile ledl1lologies including the eomponents of Ihc (iSM system
t:lIuily ((iSM  11)(  S IXIJIJ) and cndinl~ any remaining reslricli~)Ils (VI. 1.
(,)
Fixed and Mobile Service Co/llbimltions. Allowing, in a second phase, full
combination of fixed and mobile services in accordance with Ihe schedule for
lilliliberalisalion of public voiee services with :u.lditionallransilion periods for
certain Meinber Stales. as established in Council Resolution 93/C21  3/0 
(VI. 1.
U MTS Frequencies, Adoption of an ERC Decision on the frequency
bands for UMTS (VI.3.
Nulllbel"inj.\ Sllace. Creation of a European Numbering Space for pall-
1:\llop';:ln st.:rvice provisIOn , including Personal Communications requirements
(VI J1)
ft:lwironmcn(. Infl'as(ructlu'e Sharing. Selling the general guidelines (VI.5.
UMTS Moll. Continuing snpporl for work towards the Universal Mobile
Tclecomnulllicalions Systelll (UMTS) and promotion of the creal ion of a UMTS
Memorandnlll of Understanding including all actors concerned (VL6.ANNEX t
Hlm':F OUTLlNI': OF THE
GREEN PAPER ON MOBILE AND PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Thl.: Green Paper entitled "Towards the Personal Communications Environment: Green Paper on a
common approach in the field of mobile and personal communications in the European Union
(COM(1J4) 145, 27th April 191)4) provides an extensive analysis of the sector and sets forth a
coherent set of positions for the future development of the sector.
Five major changes are proposed to remove the barriers to further development.
Aholishin~ relmlinin~ exclusive IInd sperinl rights in the sector, subject where required to the
l~stablishnwnt of appropriate licensin!~ conditions;
Rl' lIIOVlI1 of 1111 ....~stri("tiol/s  Oil tht' I)/"ovisiol/ of mobile services both for independent Sl.:rvice
Providers and direct sl.:rviee provision by mobile nl.:twork operators.
This should include the freedom to offer a combination of services provided under different
licences, as well as the ability to provide services in different Member States, and the lifting of
existll1g restrictions, thercby facilitating access of users to these services;
Full freedom for mobile network opemtors to operate and develop their networks for the
purpose of the activities provided for in their licel'.cc or authorisation.
This should include the right to self-provide infrastructure for usc in carrying out these
activities or to use third party infrastructure for that purpose, as well as the right to share
IIlftastructurc .
4. Unrestricted colUbined offering of services via the fixed and mobile networks, within the
overall time schedule set by Council Resolution 93/C213/01 of22nd July 1993 for the fuH
hberalisation of public voice services via the fixed network
This would imply the fIght for mobile operators or independent Scrvice Providers to bid for
resale licenses on the fixed network, as well .IS f()r the lifling of all existing entry restrictions
lor fixed network operators in mobile markets, subject only to full application of the Treaty
competition rules, in particular, Council Regulation 89/4064/EEC on the control of
concentrations and the provisions of the Trcaty competition rules concerning abuse of
dominant positions;
Facilitating pan-Europeall operation and service provision.
This should include further development of mutual recognition of type approval of mobile
lenninal equipment, as well as coordination of licensing and award procedures, where
appropriate 10 facilitate development of trans-European networks.
Based 011 these major changcs proposed, the Green Paper sets forth detailed positions on :
Licenslllg colllhti()J\s f()r mobile network operators;
Service provision
IntereolllleclHm .Infrastructure
Radio frequenelCs .
Numherill!', ,
Launching the evolution towards p~rsonal communications services.
The (ire~~n Papn IHOpos~'s measures I L quired It)l' impklllentation ~~oncernin/'. .
Inlloduelion ~lr~Ompdllion ,
Adjustment or the Open Nl.:twork Pruvlslonli'amcwork;
Mutual recognition of type apprm' al of mobile equipment;
Mutual recognition oflicenccs ;
Establishment of a Europe-wide Code of Conduct for service providers:
....
Framework for the co-ordination of radio rrequencies ;
Framework It)! the co-ordlilallO1I II! Ihe rleld or (!llmhering ;
Protection or personal data and pm ae~' In Ihl.: context of digital mobile communications
Ik'
(\\'
orks
The (irl.:en Paper filrlher submils a set Llf aeeompanying lines of actions to comment:
Ensuring safety and safeguarding ~nvironmental concerns in the future mobile and personal
communications environment;
....
Promoting standardisation to ensure interconnection and interoperability ;
Setting priorities for frcqucncy co-Ndinalion related to mobile and personal communications:
Imllatlllg co-ordination of numbering and working towards a European numbering space for
personal communications
Facilitating the development of trans-European networks based on mobile and personal
communications technologil.:s ;
Elaborating common Community positions with regard to Third Countries and ensuring
market access to those countries :
Continuing support for the evolution towards the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
SystemANNEX 2
LIST 01' CONTltllHlTORS TO '1'1"':  CONSULTATION ON TII~
1994 GREEN PAPER ON MOBILE ANI) P"~RSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
BEARINGS
(iL:lleral CollsultalilJlI Mecting. I Nh & 17th June 19Y4, appmxinJatcly 210 participants
Round Table lor lhe Chairl1lan of Fixed and Mobile Network Operators. 2Kth June  IY94
parllClpallls
Meeting with Service Providers. 28th July 1994 26 participants
Meeting with GSM MoU. 29th July 1994
Meeting with Consumer Organisations, 1st September 1994
Mcellng with Trade Unions. 2 I st September IY94
WRITTEN CONTRIBUTIONS
Associations
Ikdrij Isteleconlll1unicatie Grootgebruikers
13ureau Europcen des Unions de Consommateurs
CEPT/ERC
CEPT/ECTRA/ERC
Club Inforll1atique des Grandcs Entrcprises Francaises
Conseil Nallollal du Palronat Francais
EC Col1lmittee oflhe Americall Chamber of Commerce
ECTEL
ERMES MoLJ
I:TNO
EUrDCOlllrol
European Council of Tclecommunications Users Association (ECTUA)
European Data Protection Commissioners
Federation of (,C Electronics Industry (FEI)
German Moll on PL:rsonal comlUunications
GSM Moll
InlernallOnal (:halUber or (:Ol1l111ereL:
Inlernationale du Personnel des Postcs, Tcle~raphes ct. Telephoncs
JolIIl COlUlllilll'1.: of Tdl'conllnunications
M"!" - NO! wcgl;\II Suppliers Associalion
M;ltkavleslintooll1lillajal
Syndicat des industries de materiel professionel c1eetroniquc et radioeleetrique (SPER)
IINICI~IndividualOrganisations
I\irtouch International
/\lcald
I\lIgon 1\13
I\T&T
I\H'  Finlal1d
1\lIstlianPoslall\dlllinisl!atioll
I klgacolII
!lnlish Tdl.:COIII
!llIndesnllnislcrilllll Hi! Post. IInd Tclckonlllllll1ikalioll
( '
dlcolll
(. '
cllnct
CoIIIIIIEd LId
Dep~lrtll1cnt of Trade and Industry
Deutsche Bundespost Telckom
Plus Mobilfunk
Ericsson International
France Telecom
Gcsellschaf\ fiir Datenfunk mbH
Iloskyns Group pic
Institllto das C()lJlllllicac;i1Gs de Portugal (ICP)
Makitorppa
Manneslmlllll Mobllrllnk
ro.'kdia & Tcelmology hllt~III;I(iol1al
dcl CIII)' (\!lIII1I1I1I1C;lllllns
Mercuryone2olle
Mlllistry of Tral1sport and COnllllllllicaliol1s Finland
i\'lobile Systcmslntcrnational
Mobile Tcle Lcverantorerna
Motorola
Nokia
Ol11nitel Pronto Italia
Orange Personal Communications
OTE
Portugal Telecom
Post & Tekstyrclscl1
PTT Telecom Netherlands
Raad vuor Vcrkecr en Watcrstaal
Societe Fnuu;aise ell! RadiotclCphone (SFR)
Shellintcrnational Petroleum Maatschappij B.
S ISldcol11
STET
S\\' lssphone "' eleeOlllllllll1ic.ltiOilS
Talklandlntern.lliona' (UK) LId
Tclecel
I"elccom Elreann
Telecom Fllliand
Telcfonica
Tella
Uniqueair
Vodafonc Group pic
Vodafone  I\.CEPT
CT2
CTR
DCS-Ison
DEer
DSRR
ECTEl
ECTRA
EIR
ENF
ERC
ERMI~S
ERO
ETO
I.TS
ETSI
FAMOUS
FPLMTS
GSM
ISDN
ITLJ
LAN
LEOs
NRA
ONP
PBX
pcs
PMR
PSN
SIM
SM(j
SNG
TBR
TETRA
TFTS
UMTS
VSAT
WARC
ANNI':X 3
LIST OF ACRONYMS
EuHlplAlI1 Conlcrencl.: of Postal and Teleeomlllulllcations Administrations
Standard fiJr Cellular Telephony
Common Technical Regulation
Digital Communication Standard tor Cellular Commul1iemions
Digital European Cordless Teleconll11unicatiOl1s
Digital Short Range Radio
Telecommunications Equipment Manufacturers Ass9ciation
European Col1U11ittcc for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs
Equi.pment Identification Register
European Nul11beringFontl11
European Radiocommunications Committee
European Radio Messaging System
Europl.:an RadioconllUlllueations Ollice
EuroplAlII Telecommunications atTIcc
Europeall Telecol1llllunu:ations Standard
European Tcleconlll1unications St:mdards Illstittlll~
Future Advanced Mohik Wireless Universal System
Future Public Land Mobile Teleeonlluunicatiolls Systell1
Global System for Mobik
Intelligent Network
Integrated Services Digital Networks
International Tcleconul1ullications Union
Local Area Nelwork
Low Earth Orbit Salellne
National Regulatory Authority
Open Network Provision
Private Branch Exchange
Personal Communications Services
Private Mobile Radio
Physical Serial Numbers
Subscriber Identification Module
Spl:clal Mobile Group
Sald"le News Galhering
Technical Basis fix Rl:gulalion
Trans Europl:all Trunkt.:d Radio
Terrestrial Flight Telephone System
Tclecollll11unicatlons Organisation
Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems
Very Small Aperture Tenuinal
World Administrative Radio ConfercnceProposal
fora Co U n c it Res 0 I uti 0 It of 
on the further development of
mobile and person~ll communications
in  the I~uropean Union
THE COUNCIL OF TilE EUROPEAN UNION
I la v III!" rl~!,.anl to the Trl~;II\' esiahlislllnp, thl~ Eur(lPl~;\II (\JI1I1HUllily,
Whereas, as a rcslIlIl1f thel'l'l) review of  the Idccommullieations seclor. Ihe Council, III its
Resolution 01'22 July  1993.  called on the Commission to publish a Grecn Paper on mobile and
personal col11munications
Whereas on 27 April 1'l()4 Ihe Commission adopted its Green Paper on a common approach in the
field of mobile and personal coIHnulllicalions"
Whereas. on the basis of the wide-ranging consullation, the Commission has submitted a
Communication to the European Parliament and Council on the outcome of the consultation on the
Green Paper on mobile and personal communications,
WELCOMES the broad consullation carried out by the Commission on the main principles and
objectives of the Green Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications and NOTES the consensus
resulting from it, as well as lhose areas where a full consensus was not achieved.
SUPPORTS the development of a framework for Mobile and Personal Communications both
through sector specific action and through action in the context of the overall reform of the
telecommunications sector.
Couucll Resollliiou of 22ud July I  ')'1. on Ihe Icvlew of the silltallon in the tdccOIllInuulcallOus sector and Ihe
need it" further dt'vdoplOclIl III Ilmllllarket ('J.1IC 2\ J/() I , OJ C 213, (1.11. ')1)3)
Towards Ihe Personal COnUlUUlicalions Euvinmllleni : Green Paper on a Collllllon Appmach in Ihe lido of
lIIoblle and personal Clllllnuullcations in the European Union (COM(94)145 linal, 27.04. \994)CONSIDERS AS PRIORITIES FOR SECTOR SPECIFlC ACTION measures which 
~t a Union
level seck to ensure:
the introduction of competition where thi:; isstjlln()t the case, with the numberoCmobile
licenses granted to be Iil1litl.:l! only on the grounds ofessel\tial requirement~ and public
service requirements in the ItJfln of trade regulations;
service provider access to the market and promote the development of a ,Code of Collduct for
sl.:rvice providers, with special regard to thepr.otectionofcQllsunwr imerests;
the timely access to DECT and DCS 1800fr~uencies and,the r;tpid;availapility ohdeq\latc
frequency spectrum on a pan-European basis to Sl\pport.tl1c.de.vclopmcnt.ofexisting and new
mobile technologies and systems, such as TETRA, ERMES, DCS 1800 and,sateUite-based
personal conll11unications services, as well as the rcmovaLofrestrietionson the il1l19vative
combination of different mobile technologies;
that the full combination of lixcd, anQ 1110bik serviec beaJJowed:il1' .lccord;uu:;e with,the
schedule for the fuilliberalisation of public voice sefV.
iccs wi~h. additionaHransition periods
lor certain Member States, as established i.ll Coullcill(GsoILItion 931C213/0 I , in OI;dcr to
allow full-scale development of personat communications scrvil,:;cs.,
that a ham10nised licensing approach for satcUite-b;iscd personal cqn1!TIunicatiOl;lsis
established and that procedures for licensing such. systcn~.s at;  thQ  Union level be iniatiatcd at
an carly stage;
CONSIDERS AS AREAS FOR PRIORJTY ACTlON FOR: MQJJtLE AjND PERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF TIiE GENE~AL REFORM OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS:
exanllning constraints on alternative telecommunications. and cable-TV illfrastf\ictllre for the
provision of mobile communications, in the contcxt of the gc.neral approach to infrastructure
regulation, with the aim of lifting such constraints
the development of the rcgulatory regiml.: for interconnection based on the Treaty competition
ru!l.:s upon the ONP framework, modified in line with Council Resoll\tion 93/C213/0 I , and
thc EU competition rules, giving priority to COInmer9iai a.gr~lnent ~ct\'llcen parties under ~he
supervision of regulatory authorities and strict scrotiny under Treaty competition roles;the putting in place of an appropriate regulatory framework for the mobile sector, based on
current legisl.ltive proposals .md Hdopted directives, in relation to data protection and
privacy, the mutual recognition ofIicensing Hnd the mutuHI recognition oftypc approvall~)r
tenninal equipment;
NOTES THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL ACTION in order to develop the overall regulatory and
tl'J..~hnol()gical enVIWI1IJll.:nt
Establishing clear schcdilles for standardisation, numbering and frequencies, together with
timetables for binding decisions on implementation by the Member States, as well  as for
agrecment on thc establisluncnt of a European numbering space taking account of
requirements for mobile and personal conullunications such as for portable numbers;
In order to maintain public confidence in Ihe development of mobile communications, an
action programmc should hl~ scl up to address a range of areaS linked to the public interest
namely 10.
assl.:ss the impact of radio frequency radiation on human health and safety and to
accelerate the developl1ll.:nt of necessary safety standards;
examine the impact on employment and re-training requirements in the sector;
study issues relating to fraudulent use of mobile services and equipment, as well as
other issues of consumer protection; to propose appropriate measures where required at
the Union level; and to monitor developments on tariffs and tariff structures (versus
cost-oriented pricing), including sllbseription fees and equipment prices, in order to
prolect thl.: economic interests of consumers;
I.:nsllll: thai thl.: nl:l:ess;u y measlII I.:S al I.: taken 10 Sl:ClIre Ihl: success of future European
systems and standards in emerging world markets for mobile and personal communications
with particular attention on the rok of the future Universal Mobile TcJecommunications
System (UMTS)
EM PIIASISES the importance of comparable and effective access t.o third country markets and of
full recourse to international standards where possible, to be achieved by bilateral and multilateral
negotiations conducted at the European Union level, with regard to mobile and personal
commul1lcations technologies, equipments and services.SUPPORTS thc crcation ofa European Mobile and Personal Communications Services Forum
NOTES the proposals and timetable of the Commission in its Communication and
ENCOURAGES thc Commission to prepare the necessary measures and, where appropriate, to
pursuc agrl.:l.:mcnls and linn implementation decisi.ous, in co-operation \vith the rclevent European
hOllics 11\ Ihe arcas of li-c\1ucncy, numbering, licensing and staudardisation.
REQUESTS TilE COMMISSION TO REPORT TO THE COUNCIL AND THE
PARLIAMENT
on the progress made with regard to the implementation and effects Qf the above measures, by 1st
January 1996.